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urney of hea l ing 2 5 - 3 0 May 2 0 0 3 
Sunday 25th 
National Sorry Day Inarch "Walk of Healing": 10am 
@ Roma Street Forum to Musgrave Park • 
Monday 26th 
Dawn Service: 7am • 
©Stolen Generations Park. Orleigh Pari<. West End 
Welcome to Country: 10:30am 
Aboriginal Smoking and Dance Ceremony 
@ The Great Court , 
Raising of Flags: Ipm 
@ UQ Union Building 
Commemorative Plaque: 2pm' 
@ UQ Union Schoneil Theatre 
Tuesday 27th 
Kapmari (Amai) 
Torres Strait Islander Food & " 
Performance: 12 noon 
@The UQ Natural Amphitheatre 
Special Women's Collective: Ipm 
@The lakes / in the Women's Room if rains 
Tiddas & Sisters / An Exploration' 
of Feminist Herstories: 5;30pm 
@ UQ Union Innes Room 
Wednesday 28th 
Sea of Hands: All Day 
@The Great Court 
Indigenous Education Forum: lOam 
@ UQ Union Innes Room 
UQ Reconciliation Circle Meeting: 12 noon 
@ The UQ Natural Amphitheatre 
Stolen Wages Forum: UQ ANTAR, WATL: 6pm 
@ UQ Unipn Innes Room 
Thursday 29th 
9 Seaof Hands: All Day , i 
9 Lunch: 12 noon ' 
Q @ UQ Ipswich Campus 
O 
Q Native Tide Forum :UQ ANTAR & Enviroment Colteftive: I lam 
O @ ^ Q Union Innes Room ; ' i 
Special Queer Collective: Ipm 
'Wtan'diee7um"(USM05j 
@The lakes / in the Queer Room if rains 
Indigenous Hip Hop: 6pm 
"Native Ryme", "Indigenous Intruders", "Solotaro", 
"tAr King", "Rainman", "The Serenity" 
@ The Red Room 
Friday 30th 
Sorry Day Dinner: 6pm, 
©The Heath Room (RSVP Bookings on 3377 2200J 
26th - 30th May (All Week) 
Indigenous Films: "Rabbit Proof Fence", 
"Beneoth Qouds". "Yolgnu Boy": Spm 
UQ Union Schoneil Theatre 
I I 
Indigenous people have been, often 
violently, dispossessed of their land 
and culture. They remain some of 
the most marginalised in our society. 
There can be no social progress 
without recognition of the injustices 
suffered by Indigenous Australians. 
SEMPER FLOREAT 
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Sea of Hands 
Bridging the Gap 
Sorry Day Message from the Goorie Berrimpa Officer 







Editors: David Lavercombe 
Shona Nystrom 
Jim Wilson 
Arts Editor: Sofia Ham 
U N I O N S T U F F 
The Full Nelson 
President's Report 




Telephone: 3377 2237 
Facsimile: 3377 2220 
semper.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au 
Semper Floreat Offices 
Union Complex 
The University of Queensland 
St Lucia, 4067 
The views expressed in Semper 
Floreat do not necessarily reflect 
those of the editors, the UQ Union, or 
The University of Queensland. 
The editors encourage you to submit 
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OTHER S T U F F 
Whinge 
A Viable Alternative to War 
Procrastinationism 
Laughter Classes 
The Heather Thane 
Happy Jan: A Beginner's Guide to Surviving Exams. 
Mad About Movies 
Ten Steps to Becoming Straight But Not Narrow 
Students of Sustainability 
Unleash The Gimp. 
Angels Agl ide^ 
Tommy's European Theatre 
FATS: F ILM ART THFATRE S O U N D 
Fresh Flicks 
SoundScape 
Whatcha Gonna Do? _ 
Schoneil Movie Times 




















Prior to the May Edition going to print, the 
Semper editors were told that if I 
resigned. Semper would have no other 
problems from the Secretary or 
Treasurer, 
Members of the Executive and I were 
elected to our various positions in the 
Union. I am doing my job and trying to 
deliver the best Semper possible. If they 
have personal problems with me that 
impact on their functioning as office 
bearers and cause them to abuse their 
power, then it is for them to resign, not 
me. 
When they found that I had no intention of 
resigning, they put fonward another offer. 
If Semper managed to convince the 
Whitlam team, who hold the balance of 
power in council, to always vote with 
Mojo, Semper would have no more 
problems for the year. To me this seemed 
to have nothing to do with the irreparable 
problem they claim to have with my 
persorality. This was a clear case of the 
Secretary and Treasurer trying to put 
Semper in a corner to force backroom 
deals. The Semper editors will not be 
used as pawns. 
Instead we sought legal advice. We 
thought anyone with a vague grasp of the 
English language would believe the 
Secretary's constitutional interpretations 
were nonsensical. The law agreed. All the 
motions they had put in place to impede 
our path to the printers were deemed 
unconstitutional, and thus not binding. 
Shona 
It was a pleasant relief to finally see the 
May Edition in print. Despite the May 
edition's late arrival, we have worked to 
get the June edition out in time for Sorry 
Week. It is much easier to get things done 
when you are not wasting hours in 
ridiculous dialogue and illogical 
argument. 
I would have thought that part of holding 
an elected position meant you had to 
learn to work as effectively as possible 
with others who also had been elected. I 
had always thought that the idea of 
democracy meant that the people choose 
who you work with, not you. But then 
some people prefer to have things their 
own way 
The choice we have to make is whether it 
is worth our time and energy to cause a 
kafuffle. Often people will put up with a 
great deal, deeming they have more 
important things to do with their time. This 
does not mean they lack will, it means 
they have priorities. 
But everyone has a limit. There is a point 
where people are forced to stand up for 
themselves for the sake of their own 
dignity, for the sake of those who wilt 
follow them, and for the sake of what is 
right. 
Jim didn't have room for this: 
Peace Out. 
Jim 
Welcome to our new edition. We have 
focussed on Indigenous issues, as the 
release of this edition corresponds with 
Sorry Day 
At the risk of sounding foolish, I would like 
to be a proud Australian. This country 
means something to me, and I hope for a 
prosperous future. However, there are 
aspects of our society of which I am not 
proud (detention of refugees, our obsession 
with sport to the detriment of everything 
else, the Prime Minister just to name a few). 
What makes me most ashamed, however, 
is the treatment, by our society of the 
Indigenous inhabitants of this land. This 
treatment, in many cases, borders on 
genocide. 
What I cannot understand is how our 
government can justify sending troops to 
Iraq, to 'liberate' Iraqi civilians when a group 
of people in our own society are suffering. 
Unlike anyone who belongs to the Liberal 
Party of Australia,! do not believe the best 
solution is to stick my head in the sand. 
People who do this are cowards, and do not 
deserve any respect. It is always harder to 
think for yourself, to recognise that YOU 
have a responsibility to change things. Until 
our weakling of a Prime Minister apologises 
for the atrocities we committed against 
Indigenous people, I am ashamed to be 
Australian. 
SEMPER FLOREAT IS YOUR U N I O N N E W S P A P E R 
WHAT YOU NEEDTO KNOW 
Writing articles 
If you have an idea for an article, It is a good idea to first check it with the editors to see 
if they are interested and how much space could be dedicated to it.. 
The editors are interested in your views, but not mere assertions. Essays and articles 
filled with good argument and supported by facts will be preferred when choosing from 
amongst the submissions. 
Word length 
The editors normally choose articles of 500-1000 words in length. If you have some 
graphics, include these as well, but please don't paste them into word, send them as 
separate files. 
Submitting Articles 
Submitted documents should include the authors' name (so we don't have to go fishing 
through the e-mails to figure out who sent what). 
Please do not name your file Semper, Semper Article, Article for Semper, Semperl, or 
Semper Edx. We end up with a heap of files that we cannot differentiate between. 
-UQ 
union 
The editors of Semper in 2003 believe 
in an objective press. 
We are not dictated to by any particular 
political party or faction. 
We attempt to make our reports on Union 
activities as objective as possible. This relies 
on information received as well as activities 
obsen/ed by the editors. We are open to hear 
all perspectives on any situation. 
We attempt to produce a balanced 
publication taking in as many different ideas 
and ideologies as possible. This relies on 
submissions. 
The editors cannot guarantee every article 
will be well balanced within itself although a 
well formulated argument is encouraged. 
We encouraae counter arguments to any 
article published. However for constructive 
dialogue, criticism should be directed 
towards the content of the article, and not the 
author. 
The editors reserve the right to a personal 
opinion, but this does not restrict our 
acceptance of the opinion of others. If you 
have an opinion, we invite you to submit it to 
Semper Floreat. 
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Letters to the Editors 
bear typical Union Arseholes, 
I bring to your attention the article 
that was published in one of your 
last excuses for a magazine... 
The article in question was 
regarding current fashions that you 
think people of this Unl should 
adhere by... 
I wear flannel.. I love flannel. And I 
challenge you to f ind a more 
effective piece of clothing which 
picks up chicks in record time. I 
mean, lets face it - the flannel gets 
'em wet. 
I have heard rumours that your 
'magazine' ts being shut down for 
funding reasons... have you 
considered that the more powerful 
people in this world wear flannel... 
he ne - something that comes back 
and bites you in the arse.. Think 
flannel. I t 's cheap, wearable and 
goes with absolutely anything in 
your wardrobe.. Did I mention i t 
gets the chicks wet?? 
Wake up, get a life, and stop being 
green hippie arts students.... you 
are \n the lower end of society. 
The FENTON 
[You ore not the only Fenton -Ed.] 
Dear Semper, 
I am writing to respond to Nick Brown's 
letter, printed in your lost edition. 
Comments I made at the second meeting 
of Union Council this year were not made 
in my capacity as choir of Union of Council. 
I withdrew from the position of chair for 
the duration of the debate in question, m 
order to air my personal opinions (which I 
am entitled to do by the regulations of the 
Union), 
For that reason, it was inappropriate for 
Nick to ask questions of me, as Chair of 
Council. I did not make comments while 
functioning in this capacity, which is why I 
declined to answer them at that time. 
Question Time In Council is for students 
to keep their office-bearers accountable; 
not to question the opinions of individual 
students. I offered to speak with Nick 
about his concerr\s a\ a mutually 
convenient time - an offer he has yet to 
take up. 
My comments about material deemed 
inappropriate, under the "racism, sexism 
ana homophobia" regulation of the Union, 
were based in fact. The UQMS was 
disaffiliated as a club of the Union 
because of such material. I have 
communicated with members of the 
UQMS, who haye shown me publications, 
by medical students, whicn could be 
construed as racist and sexist. 
I also totally reject the assertion that I 
have not once visited the Herston Campus. 
I regularly use the medical library there 
(and also the medical library at the ?A 
Hospital at Woolloongabbal, and, while 
working as a pizza delivery ciriver, I made 
deliveries there at a frequency of about 
twice a week, which enabled me to 
interact with students studying there. 
My comments about funding for med'cal 
students (made in the context of debating 
the replacement of the HAC with a 
Medical Students Department) have been 
misinterpreted. Basically, my (need I say 
personal) opinion, is that tne Hospitals' 
Area Committee should not be replaced 
with a Medical Students Department in 
the Union. My reasoninq follows: Every 
other degree has the following structure 
to represent them in the Union: On a 
degree or subject major level. Clubs; On a 
faculty level, Faculty Officers; For many 
who study at a non-St Lucia campus; An 
office bearer and committee to address 
the issues faced by students at those 
campuses. 
The proposed changes I spoke against, 
wouici have removed the Hospital Areas 
Committee. This committee represents 
students in degrees such as 
Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and 
Social Work (who are on hospital 
placement), as well as medical students. 
This committee was to be replaced with a 
department that only represents medical 
students. The changes would have given 
medical students a level of representation 
which no other degree gets (ie a whole 
department to look after their degree, as 
well as faculty officers, etc), at the 
expense of representation of other 
students on hospital placements. So, in 
other words, I am not asking that Medical 
Students be treated differently to other 
UQ students, who don't have a Union 
department to look after their degree-1 
am asking that every UQ student be 
treated the same. 
With regard to degrees ignored by the 
Union, please look no further than my own-
I'm a final year veterinary science 
student, soon to be on clinical placement 
at isolated teaching hospitals. This area 
gets no attention from the Union, and the 
University has a history of trying to sell or 
outsource, leading to a cfecline in 
standards. How do we deal with this? We 
have a strong. Union-affiliated student 
society, and have had active faculty 
officers who work within our faculty and 
with the Union to address student 
concerns (look at the "Save the Vet 
School" campaign for one example). 
I disagree with any funding deficit to the 
Hospitals Area Committee and never made 
comments about reducmg its funding. 
Personally, I would like to see the role of 
the HAc expanded to allow it to reach 
more students and provide Union outreach 
to more UQ campuses and facilities in 
order that all stuaents personally see the 
benefits of their Union membership on 
their campuses, as well as seeing the 
benefits in the work the Union does to 
fight for students rights (which will be 
especially relevant with the recent budget 
atrocities and the federal education 




I am concerned by the lack of attention 
paid to postgraduate student issues in 
your magazine. Are you discriminating 
against postgraduates/ This would seem 
quite inappropriate given that these 
students contribute substantially to the 
union budget and thus, your own budget. 
Do you not feel it appropriate to report 
upon pertinent postgraduate issues, such 
as the proposed disaffiliation by 
postgraduate students? From my 
understanding of this proposed scheme, all 
postgraduate services would be 
administered and provided by an 
independent union body. Apparently, there 
exist some good indepenaent Post, Grad. 
unions in universities around Australia but 
these have developed from circumstances 
different from tne current situation at 
UQ. 
This year at UQ, the 'Stage 4 
Redevelopment' costs of the present union 
facilities themselves represent more than 
the entire SSC collected from 
postgraduate students. I f a duplicate 
union is constructed, it will create more 
administrative waste, thereby wasting 
more money. Two unions will widen the 
undergraduate/postgraduate divide which 
is already exploited by the university 
itself (ask any undergraduate honours 
student). 
I have been informed that if a post 
graduate student association was 
established 'Goorie Berrimpa style, then 
postgraduates would have better access 
to current facilities and their money. 
Given that the union can't afford it, why 
don't the postgraduate officers and staff 
investigate alternative ways of promoting 
the relevance and benefits of the current 
union. The union exists for students, isn't 
that what we ail arz7 
L Bird, 
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People walking through 
the Great Court during 
Reconciliation Week this 
year, as in previous years, 
may be greeted by a 
curious sight: hundreds 
even thousands, OT 
colourful plastic hands 
planted in phe ground. 
The hands, in the colours of the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander flags, come from 
a collection of 120,000 hands, known as 
the Sea of Hands, that, in 1997, formed a 
dramatic protest against the Howard 
government's then-proposed changes to 
the Native Tide Act 
In 1997, a petition - called the Citizen's 
Statement on Native Title - was launched 
in response to the threat posed to native 
title rights by the government's proposed 
changes, and was circulated by 
Australians for Native Title and 
Reconciliation (ANTaR), As the petition 
gathered support, the organisers worked 
with Australian Artists Against Racism to 
develop a way of maximising its impact. 
The result was the Sea of Hands. 
The first Sea of Hands, consisting of 
70,000 hands (each representing a 
signatory to the Citizen's Statement), was 
held in front of Parliament House in 
Canberra on 12 October 1997. Six weeks 
later, a second Sea of Hands followed 
(having grown to 120,000 hands), with the 
launch of the native title document Six 
Steps to Coexistence. Since then. Seas 
-UQ 4 union 
ranging from 50,000 up to the full 120,000 
hands have been held in several locations 
around Australia, including a tour of the 
central, western and Top End parts of the 
continent in 1998. 
Although the Federal Government 
ultimately passed its native title 
amendments, the Sea of Hands project 
has continued, and developed into a 
powerful symbol of the reconciliation 
movement. Each hand represents a 
number of people who have added their 
signature to expressions of support for 
native title and reconciliation, now 
standing at more than 250,000 signatures. 
Seas of Hands have been used to launch 
significant documents, such as the Six 
Steps to Coexistence and the Indigenous 
Reconciliation Statement for Talks, 
Solutions and Unity launched during the 
2000 Olympic Games. The Sea of Hands 
project has also aimed to provide a forum 
for Indigenous voices, through the 
involvement of Indigenous artists, 
speakers and performers at Sea of Hands 
events. 
Small Seas of Hands are affectionately 
termed "Puddles". "Puddles" of hands, on 
loan from ANTaR, have been popular at 
many local reconciliation events throughout 
Australia, at a diverse range of events 
including past UQ Sorry Week events, A 
small collection of 7000 hands has also 
travelled overseas and been displayed in 
London, South Africa and, Ireland, with 
more international displays planned. 
Seas or "Puddles" of Hands wil! be held at St 
Lucia campus on Wednesday 28th May and 
Ipswich on Thursday 29th May These hands 
signify the UQ Union's support for, and the 
participation of UQ students in, the 
movement for reconciliation between 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. 
(Information regarding the Sea of Hands 
in this article comes from the national 
ANTaR website, www.antar.org.au, and 
ANTaR QLD) 
ANTaR 
The Sea of Hands was the signature event 
of Australians for Native Title and 
Reconciliation (ANTaR). ANTaR was 
formed in 1997 in response to the Howard 
Government's 10-point plan on native title, 
and continued beyond the native title 
campaign as a national network of people 
and groups, working in close contact with 
Indigenous communities, to support the 
struggle for justice for Indigenous people 
in Australia. 
ANTaR consists of a federation of state 
and territory ANTaRs and other 
community groups, which carry out much 
of the work at a grass-roots level, in 
conjunction with local Indigenous 
organisations. In Queensland, ANTaR 
aims to educate the community, bring 
people together to work for the rights of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people, promote a positive relationship 
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
Australians through its actions and 
activities, achieve recognition of land and 
native title rights, and lobby governments 
to bring about legislation reflecting the 
rights of Indigenous people in Australia. 
IA 9 £ 9 O 9 A •T 
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Hands 
The focus for ANTaR QLD's current 
campaigning has been stolen wages, 
over-imprisonment and the Vagrancy Act, 
and cultural heritage. 
ANTaR QLD relies mostly on membership 
fees and donations for its funding, and is 
an entirely volunteer-run organisation. 
To find out more about ANTaR QLD or to 
get involved, call the ANTaR QLD office on 
3844 9800, or e-mail: 
antarqld@doveneta,net.au. 
There is also an ANTaR group on campus. 
To get involved in UQ ANTaR, e-mail 
Nadine at: s37Q728@student.uq.edu.au. 
Volunteers Needed 
ANTaR QLD needs a volunteer to act as a 
media liaison officer. The role of the 
media liaison officer will be to build a 
network of individual contacts in media 
outlets, write media releases, and act as a 
media contact person for ANTaR QLD. 
This may suit a journalism student looking 
for experience and the opportunity to 
network with potential employers. 
Pre-existing knowledge of ANTaR QLD's 
work is not necessary as the management 
committee and current volunteers will 
provide support. 
General office volunteers are also needed. 
To volunteer, please call the ANTaR QLD 
office on 3844 9800 or email 
antarqld @ dovenetq.net.au. 
•i>/'-:-*Jv';<v 
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'The stolen children are happy 
when they are first reunited with 
their families. After a time, most 
find they have little in common 
with their famliies. It has beeri too 
long and they don't know the 
culture or language or history. 
Many peopie think a reunion is 
everything. Far from It; it Is only 
the beginning of their problems. A 
couple of ladles at Link Up saw 
the need to help ease the 
suffering of these people and 
formed a support group.' 
Aunty Lorrie 
TJhis is not a story on the Stolen Generation. 
When I first spoke to Aunty Joan about the 
possibility of doing a story she told me she 
wasn't interested in doing another Stolen 
Generation story Sho felt instead that it was 
time lo start talking about what was being 
done to help people who were affected. Aunty 
Joan and Aunty Lorrie have been running a 
support group to help people deal with the 
pressures of reunion since 1993, so she is 
over qualified to talk about helping people. 
They first met when Aunty Joan went to Link 
Up for the first time, 
' (Aunty Lorrie) had been at Link Up for years, 
and they couldn't find somebody for her. 
When 1 came along, because I was the right 
age, and name, she and the coordinator were 
so thrilled, because they thought they'd found 
her sister, I wasn't the sister she was looking 
for but she got me anyway' 
At this point in the conversation. Aunty Lorrie 
chimes in. 
'We've been sisters ever since,' 
The mutual bond shared by the two women is 
obvious. All their conversation is filled with 
laughter. 
'We laugh now, but those first few years were 
filled with tears. We just used to sit there 
crying. We discovered that we had different 
problems, but under the same mantle,' 
One of the supervisors at Link Up noticed the 
closeness the two women shared, and 
suggested they form a support group to help 
peopie cope vwth the stress involved in the 
reunion process. They formed the group in 1993, 
and started to receive funding for it in 1994. 
Aunty Lorrie and Joan make a pretty dynamic 
team. They have met both Jim Soorley and 
Peter Beattie to talk about their work. Aunty 
Lorrie worked tirelessly to organise the 
commemorative plaques that acknowledge 
the suffering of the Stolen Generation, placed 
at various places around Brisbane 
Aunty Joan is very outgoing, while Aunty 
Lorrie is quieter, and more spiritual. They are 
able to provide support for a broad range of 
people, because they are so different. 
Currently the support group numbers fifteen 
people. All but three members have been 
reunited with their families. 
One of the roles of the support group is to 
provide a link for the Stolen Children with 
traditional Aboriginal culture. The Link Up 
support group organises Aboriginal artists, 
poets and writers to come and talk to the group, 
to help their members re-establish links with 
their culture. Out of this they were able to 
produce a book of poetry to promote the group. 
It is clear, however, that the main role ol the 
support group is just that: support. 
'We used lo call it a good cry and a cup of tea. 
People can tell their stories and know that 
people aren't going to ridicule them.' 
The most important role the support group 
plays is in teaching people who have been 
affected to know and respect themselves, 
Surely the most damaging aspect of the 
forced removal of children from their families 
is the loss of self and culture this caused. 
These children were left with no 
understanding of where they came from. They 
were ashamed in many cases, because they 
had no idea who they were. This is the root 
1 can't explain what actually 
happened and how I actually felt 
when I stood on that beach. It was 
the exact spot they took me from. 
As \ stood there, on my own, I had 
this absolutely, most beautiful 
feeling; it was like a presence, a 
closeness that overtook my body I 
thought to myself, what's 
happening? I just picked up some 
sand and let it run through my 
fingers, and I thanked the Lord for 
allowing me to live long enough to 
go back. And then I knew what the 
feeling was... when I went up there 
1 reclaimed my soul because that 
was where It was left behind. They 
only took my shell and now my 
body was one... that is why I was a 
different person when 1 came back.' 
Aunty Lorrie 
cause of a lot of the pain and anger that is 
present in our society. That pain needs to be 
healed before anything can progress, 
1 was walking to bingo, and I was the only 
person in the street and as I got closer to 
bingo an Aboriginal man in his mid-fifties 
walked around the corner. And as he got 
closer to me he said 'hello Aunty' and 1 
thought to myself "you haven't wasted your 
time. You are accepted". Sometimes you need 
a little something like that.' 
Mission statement of the 
Link lip sujf)j)ort grout) 
The operation is a support group. 
Working as an effective team. 
Standing secure in ideas 
Working in harmony 
Motivated in the help of others 
-UQ 








The Sorry Day week proceedings held 
at the University of Queensland by the 
UQ Union, Goorie Berrimpa, and the 
associated collectives/societies, 
incorporate an annual event that runs 
from the 25tn to the 30th of f\/lay. This 
week provides the opportunity to reflect 
on Australia's histories and engage with 
contemporary issues concerning 
Aboriginal peoples. Sorry Day events 
held at the University of Queensland 
offer students and the community an 
unique opportunity to come together 
through respect and embrace in a 
journey of healing. Much work is still to 
be done in order to achieve a state of 
reconciliation between non-Indigenous 
Australians and the Indigenous peoples 
of this country. It is necessary for all 
Australians to work together towards a 
united Australia that acknowledges the 
histories of this continent, and respects 
the land and cultural practices of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples. 
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We, the Indigenous peoples of this 
country, are concerned, and rightly so, 
that our culture is currently under threat. 
In an age of commercialisation, new 
technology, and increased globalisation. 
Aboriginal people are engaged with the 
ongoing maintenance of their culture. 
Indigenous Australians seek better 
recognition and protection of our Culture 
and Intellectual Property. 
Aboriginal culture was subjected to 
profound changes with the introduction 
of European culture and its values. We 
were dispossessed and dispersed from 
our traditional lands throughout 
Australia; a circumstance that greatly 
affected our sovereignty, both in the 
physical and intellectual sense. As a 
result, the Aboriginal nations of 
Australia were significantly affected by 
European incursion onto traditional 
lands. The transition of authority from 
Aboriginal law to the colonial state 
placed a non-Indigenous legal system, 
and its attendant institutions, in control 
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of our lives. As a result, the Aboriginal 
nations were transformed from a 
position of strength and dignity to one of 
poverty and welfare dependency. The 
Aboriginal community remains in a 
constant struggle with the negative 
effects of exclusionary colonial policies 
and institutions, as the problems we 
face within our communities are many. 
The education, employment, health, 
laws, and environmental concerns of 
the Aboriginal community are the direct 
result of segregation and assimilation 
policies. These problems that we face 
today are the symptoms of the problems 
originating from the colonial process. 
Aboriginal past, present, and future is a 
state of being that is holistic (that all is 
one). For the Aboriginal to go forward, 
we must heal the past, in order to 
address the present, which, in turn, will 
lay down the foundations for a pathway 
to a brighter future. 
Through involvement of the Sorry Day 
proceedings, Goorie Berrimpa has the 
intent to facilitate reconciliation between 
the non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal 
peoples of Australia. In addressing the 
histories of this country, we endeavour 
to provide a state of being that 
implements moral justice practices that 
will incorporate not only equity for us, 
but also provide a cohesive relationship 
with all Australians. By coming together 
in a journey of healing, reconciliation will 
provide the basis to allow us all to walk 
together with strength in this great 
Nation we ali call home. 
- ' ' I Rob Markham 
j i Indigenous Student officer. 
University of Queensland Union 





Can It Be Saved? 
The release of the issues paper Higher 
Education at the crossroads: Achieving 
equitable and appropriate outcomes: 
Indigenous Australians in Higher 
Education, raised the grave concern that 
the present government is about to 
Implement the most draconian action 
taken by any Australian government In the 
field of education, (yes even more so than 
the Dawkins review of 1993). This attack 
on education by government will impact on 
every Australian, Indigenous and Non-
Indigenous alike. But to the point: 
Indigenous Australians, as the crossroads 
review paper readily admits, "experience 
profound disadvantage in many elements 
of their lives." So why is it that the present 
government has slashed the availability of 
Abstudy to Indigenous Australians who 
wish to enter an Australian University for 
further higher education? i believe that if 
any Australian has the right to free 
education It should be the First 
Australians: read Indigenous Australians. 
In 1989, the Commonwealth Government 
hoped that its National Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander education policy 
would be a benchmark for States and 
Territories to follow. But has It worked? 
Well, let's look at the evidence. It is true 
that Indigenous education did make 
inroads at the tertiary level for a number of 
years. This encroachment into higher 
education by Indigenous Australia was 
actively pursued by both government and 
universities. It came at a time when 
Australia was at another crossroad. The 
investigation of Aboriginal deaths in 
custody was in its second year. The 
deaths continued, as they still do today, 
but more importantly, universities were 
opening what was to become Aboriginal 
units on their campuses. 
The first Indigenous person to gain a 
degree from an Australian University was 
a warrior for the Aboriginal cause and his 
people until sadly, he passed away in 
2000. Charles Perkins was always in the 
arena. Sometimes wrong, mostly right, Dr 
Perkins was tempestuous, but he was a 
warrior. He received a Bachelor of Arts 
from the University of Sydney in 1965, 
The present government would have you 
believe that Indigenous education is open 
to that section of Indigenous people who 
would like to participate. This is just plain 
wrong. The figures speak for themselves. 
In 1999 there were 6,749 Indigenous 
Australians in higher education. In 2000 
this dropped to 6,065, and 5,845 in 2001. 
This must be what the government calls 
'practical reconciliation'. Is the government 
really concerned about the lack of 
Indigenous participation rates in higher 
education? I think not. Governments, no 
matter their political persuasion, do not 
want an intellectual Indigenous population 
in Australia. Why? Well the answer is 
simple; a black intelligentsia would ask too 
many pertinent questions of government. 
One of the key recommendations of the 
Aboriginal deaths in custody Roya! 
Commission was that Governments 
support Aboriginal community-controlled 
adult education, in fact, it is 
Recommendation 298 of the 339 
recommendations made to government. 
Moreover, part C of Recommendation 298 
goes on to state: "(t be recognized that 
owing to the substantial historical 
educational disadvantages which 
Aboriginai people have experienced, a 
course for Aboriginal students may 
necessarily be longer than might be the 
case if the course were provided to non-
Aboriginal students". 
You be the judge. 
How can Indigenous people access 
education when we are confronted with a 
discursive system to begin with? Where 
indeed are we Indigenous students to find 
the $20,000 (and this is at the low-end of 
the academic scale) to pay for upfront fees 
that are being imposed on students. The 
Nelson Review is RIGHT about one thing, 
education is at a crossroads. The review 
paints a rather sanguine profile of 
education for Indigenous Australia. The 
government's aggrandizement of how well 
it has done in the field of Indigenous 
education should be examined more 
meticulously than has been the 
introspection of the Nelson Review. This 
article does not presuppose to have the 
answers. But one thing is for sure, if 
education for every Australian is a right, 
why is it that the Indigenous student intake 
at Universities has decreased? 
Finally, there is room for further evaluation 
and analysis in the area of indigenous 
education and the government's plans for 
it beyond the parameters that have been 
set here. 
Terry McLaughlin 
ATSl student 12/5/2003 
-UQ 





Australia was not discovered by Captain James Cook; nor did 
Christopher Columbus discover the United States of America. The 
land on which each of these nations were built is as old as time. 
People inhabited both of these lands and migrated to, and from, 
them well before any colonial type state was established. 
Prior to the establishment of colonies, there were unique and 
flourishing cultures already in existence, which accepted and 
respected the lands that nurtured them There was no 
government, except that which came from a respect for the land, 
family, elders, and what had been taught to them throughout the 
generations beforehand. 
With the establishment of colonies came the state and the idea of 
a nation. These ideas were foreign to the cultures that were 
already there; the main reason being that the idea of a state is 
founded upon land ownership. This idea is opposed to the originall 
cultures' belief. They had established a way of living that pre-
supposed that they were a part of the land. 
It is interesting to think of this in the context of the current political 
climate. Following the traditional view, it would be absurd to travel 
to another country and attack its people. Before anyone could be 
attacked, the (and upon which the foreigners lived would have to 
be visited and respected. Then the elders of that land would be 
spoken to and their word respected. By this point it would not be 
possible to attack the people of the land, as it could be seen that 
they have lived on the land for generations and they have their 
own well established culture that should also be respected. 
I have a dilemma. How is a forward thinking, politically-
correct student in the noughties supposed to earn a living? 
I have been looking for part-time or casual work to support 
myself while I study, so that I'm not a burden to my fellow 
taxpaying citizens. All I want is a simple job: something I can 
do without draining my brain of its precious mental agility or 
my body of too much energy. My main goal must be my 
studies. 
Here was my first thought: get a job at a supermarket or 
local grocery chain. You know, something basic like 
checkout operator or night-fill. Mopping floors, whatever. 
But what about my sensitivity to the plight of third world 
countries at the hands of giant multinational corporations, 
who I would no doubt be assisting in their desire to push 
their products further and ply their trade? Not to mention the 
possibility that I may have to work at the "smoke counter", 
directly aiding the efforts of British American Tobacco, 
among others! Scratch that idea, 
I know, letterbox deliveries. It's simple, there's no contact 
with people and I get to exercise and keep fit at the same 
time. 
There is however the slight problem of the Brazilian and 
Malaysian forests that are pulped to make the paper that I'll 
be stuffing by the fist-full into mail receptacles. Not to 
mention the innocent and unsuspecting householders I will 
be trying to convince to buy, borrow and consume. That's no 
good either. 
I need to think smaller. An independent business, like the 
local corner store or a lawn-mowing franchise. But how do I 
know what my potential employer's ethics and standards 
will be? What if he is homophobic or she refuses to recycle? 
And as for mowing lawns, how could I even consider this 
exhaust-spewing pollution hazard while reinforcing the 
Anglo-centric notion of herbal exploitation, turning a plant 
into a utilitarian item to be trodden underfoot? This is harder 
than I thought 
I could work for McD. 
would be. 
No, we all know how wrong that 
I've got it! Volunteer work for an organisation like Amnesty 
International, Greenpeace or Oxfam, Their ideology is clear 
and without question. The whole point of their existence is 
to make the world a better place. 
Perfect, 
Except that the whole nature of 
volunteer work means that you 
don't get paid for the work you do. 
So I could do this, but I would 
have to rely on the generosity of 
John Howard while working in this 
one area left to forward thinking 
politically-correct students. 
You see my dilemma? 
3 11 if 'D q" q 0 if 
Another university dilemma 
-UQ 
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THE FULL NELSON 
Margot Balch 
Dr. Brendan Nelson's reforms to higher 
education proposed in the federal budget 
will cause student fees, and student 
debt, to go through the roof. Graduating 
with a mortgage-like-debt will not be 
uncommon, the prospect of which can be 
expected to deter many students from 
attending university entirely - particularly 
those from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
Proposed reforms: 
• Rate of HECS students are charged to be 
determined by universities, with up to 30% 
increase on current HECS. It is predicted 
that most universities will implement the full 
30%, This aim of this is to 'enable 
[universities] to capitalise on their particular 
strengths and determine the value of their 
course offerings In a competitive 
environment' (Nelson, B. 2003:24). 
• Students who receive entry to medical 
school in a newly established place will 
be bound to spend six years in a regional 
area - and still have to pay back the full 
amount of their HECS debt. 
• Students who don't complete their 
degree in five years, under the 'learning 
entitlement' will have to pay upfront fees. 
For students in courses such as 
architecture and law, which are five year 
degrees, this leaves no room for 
flexibility. 
• VSU is part of the package and would 
be implemented on all campuses. 
National Union of Students President, 
Daniel Kyriacou said that: 'VSU has 
ultimately been defeated every time it 
has been raised in court: the Full Bench 
of the Victorian Supreme Court, the 
NSW Equity Court, the SA Supreme 
Court, and the Victorian Equal 
Opportunity Commission. Now the 
ACCC, a body established by the 
Howard Government, has again rejected 
the VSU arguments. Its clear that the 
case for VSU doesn't stand up In the face 
of informed, impartial scrutiny,' 
When the Federal Liberals last tried to 
introduce VSU legislation in 1999 the 
President of the AVCC [Australian Vice 
Chancellors' Committee's] said that VSU 
represented an 'assault on our sense of 
inter-generational responsibility for the 
quality and diversity of campus life'. In 
WA, where full-blown VSU was 
introduced, either the whole 
infrastructure of campus life collapsed 
(such as Edith Cowan) or universities 
had to divert funding from other activities 
to keep things going (such as sports at 
UWA), The robust campus life at 
Australian universities is also one of the 
key advantages we have over many of 




• Universities will receive increased 
funding only If they adhere to National 
Governance Protocols and have 
demonstrated compliance with the 
Commonwealth's workplace relations 
policies. The National Governing 
Protocols state that university councils 
(ie, UQ Senate) will be allowed a 
maximum of 18 members, of which two 
must have financial expertise and one 
with commercial expertise, the majority 
of members must be external to the 
institution. The University Senate at UQ 
already contains very few student and 
staff representatives, this budget means 
that funding will be held back unless they 
get rid of these few representatives. 
Removing the input of the people most 
affected by the decisions of this board is 
obviously disgusting and unacceptable, 
• Doubling the maximum quota of 
Domestic Undergraduate upfront fee 
paying students to 50% is an attack on 
merit based entry into university. This will 
allow up to half of all positions at 
universities to be made available to 
students who gain entry on financial 
rather than academic merit. Accessibility 
to higher education is essential in an 
egalitarian society, but changes such as 
this one are causing education to 
become less accessible. 
• The introduction of HELP loans, which 
according to Dr. Brendan Nelson will only 
cover a maximum of $50,000, leaving 
students to cover any additional costs 
themselves. This HELP loan will be 
subject to inflation plus 3.5% interest. 
Deregulated fees coupled with Increased 
HECS fees and interest bearing student 
loans will see student debt skyrocket 
Clearly the changes put fonward with the 
budget by Brendan Nelson will 
disadvantage students access to 
university, and quality of life after they 
graduate. All that is left to do now is try 
to get Senators to block these changes 
in Senate, by petitioning Senators and 
drawing media attention to the issues. 
Margot Balch is the UQ Union Education 
Rights Officer, For more information 
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How to lose Friends and Alienate 
People,., or tlie Report of President -UQ union 
A few words about the Title. 
Well it speaks for itself 1 think. Being a left 
wing President in a predominantly right 
wing Union is never fun. You can't please 
everyone, including yourself. When your job 
is to ensure that the students are well 
protected and looked after people tend to 
come to blov,^ s over the smallest things, I 
fear this sometimes gives outsiders the 
view that all of us here are petty student 
politicians. Unfortunately some of us are. I 
would ask that you don't walk away in 
disgust; only by being involved can you 
hope to change anything. 
Being the President of the Union has been 
a surprising and occasionally pleasant 
experience (let me just quickly qualify that I 
love this job and am very passionate about 
it, but there are only so many times you can 
smash your head against a brick wall 
before it stops being fun), people are just 
full or surprises. (Sorry this section has 
been quite vague, all will be explained in 
the final Semper for the year with the 
President's Expose, so stay tuned) 
On Reconciliation 
No one may speak for the dead; no one 
may interpret their dreams and visions. 
I have tried to fight those who would forget, 
because if we forget, we are guilty we are 
accomplices... 
The world did know and remained silent. 
And that is why I swore never to be silent 
whenever and wherever human beings 
endure suffering and humiliation... 
We must always take sides. 
Neutrality helps the oppressor, never the 
victim. Silence encourages the tormenting, 
never the tormented. 
Elle Wiesel (1986 Nobel Peace Prize 
acceptance speech) 
My soul is yours to teach the way, my body 
and blood are yours to work with and, my 
voice is yours to add to the cry of freedom. 
Carparking 
Upon meeting with Douglas Porter, the 
University Secretary and Registrar there 
may be hope on the carparking front. The 
University has acknowledged that the 
abolishment of Green zone permits was 
perhaps not in the best interests of 
students. In the words of Mr Porter, "The 
current system is unfair and inequitable." 
The University is currently conducting a 
review, I will report back when any further 
^ 11 if £) 
Information comes to light For students at 
Ipswich a change may be coming sooner 
rather than later, with an acknowledgment 
that Ipswich students were not fully 
considered. 
On the Federal Budget 
The Howard Government has shown yet 
again that the plight of the ordinary student 
means little to them. Their latest budget 
attacks Universities like never before, 
students should realise that these changes 
can and will affect them. The time for 
apathy is over, if students won't defend 
their own rights how can we expect others 
to defend them for us. Get up and get 
involved NOWl 
Some Corrections 
There were a few untruths in the last 
Semper, here is the real story. 
In the report of the Treasurer on the budget 
a statement was made that the Pizza Caffe 
made a lot of money v/hich helped other 
less profitable services to run (examples of 
the Lolly Shop and Union Bookshop were 
given). This is actually incorrect. Last year 
the Union Lolly Shop made just over $100, 
000 and the Bookshop made roughly $17, 
000. The Pizza Caffe in comparison made 
around the $10, 000 mark. The rest ol that 
particular article about the Pizza Caffe is 
however all true (by the way check out their 
new GG pizza, its great). 
A claim that the Union Secretary was 
responsible for the late calling of 
Administrative committee and hence was 
partly responsible for the potential of 
having no budget is also not correct. The 
President is the convenor of Administrative 
committee and hence it was my duty to call 
the meeting that discussed the budget. This 
meeting was delayed by one week due to a 
backlog in the finance department, 
however the budget was approved and 
ready for council by the 21st of March. It is 
the Secretary's responsibility however to 
call Union Council which he had ten days to 
do before our budget deadline. 
[The Budget Council was also late-Ed] 
Just to set the record straight on these 
matters. 
Finally about my recent infection with 
SARS 
For those of you who missed the last 
edition a motion was passed to put me on 
leave for ten days due to the outbreak of 
SARS in a country that I had just returned 
from. 1 just wanted to take the opportunity 
q" q 0 if 
to talk about my trip overseas and what 
was accomplished. 
My trip to beautiful Vancouver, Canada was 
for the Universitas 21 Student Network. To 
cut a long story short, UQ is a member of a 
worldwide University group called 
Universitas 21 (U21). Every year the 
student Union Presidents from around the 
world meet to discuss how this could 
benefit or fuck over their relevant students, 
and it was quite an eye opening 
experience. I will be writing a full report for 
the next Semper so please stay tuned, 
I will say three things however. Firstly it was 
refreshing to work for the good of the 
student body (on a global scale) without 
having to be concerned with petty factional 
politics. Secondly it was a great experience 
to work with other student leaders who 
were in their relevant positions because 
they cared about the plight of students, 
they were there not because they wanted 
to advance in a political career but because 
they recognized the importance of 
collective student organizing and having a 
united student voice. Lastly the University 
of British Columbia is a beautiful campus 
with some very friendly students. My 
thanks to the Alma Mater Society for 
looking after us all and giving us a taste of 
Canadian culture, "go the Ravens!" 
Just for the record, no Union money was 
spent on this conference, it was funded in 
part by the University and largely by myself 
and the personal loan I took out. 
That's all for now. My apologies to those 
who have written with questions or 
concerns, it sometimes is harder to 
respond than I would wish. Please be 
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There has been some suggestion of hiring an official Media Officer for the Union. In the 
meantime, we have spoken to the unofficial UQU media officer; a man with his ear to 
the ground. We are grateful for his reflections on the state of our Union. 
You will not see Semper for the 
rest of the year 
I am a very attractive man, you know. 
\f^ 
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Everybody loves this Union and 
nobody would ever knowingly 
act to do it harm. Post-Graduate 
students will 'get a better deal' if 
they disaffiliate from the Union. 





lEverybody is happy, and thereisno intimidation 
or harassment under the benevolence of Mojo. 
The Main Refec area is 'Party Central'. 
-UQ 
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This is not a press conference. 
My name is not Muhammed Saeed al-Sahaf, that is a lie. I am still the 
Iraqi Information Minister, and anything said to the contrary is simply 
Ignorant Western propaganda. Our Glorious President, Saddam 
Hussein - after successfully vanquishing the 'mighty' vanguard of the 
imperialist scum, and leaving for his vacation - has allowed me to take 
up several other positions in countries near and far, while still fulfilling 
my current obligations in Iraq. 
I have not received offers from a number of tobacco firms, insurance 
companies, and the Pentagon to act as Media Relations Manager and 
Chief PR Officer. 
You are here to hear the Truth. Everything you have been told is a lie. 
Believe nothing out of the mouths of those baby-slaughtering Western 
infidel fools. There is nothing to worry about. Everything at the 
University of Queensland Union is running precisely according to plan. 
There is no need to be concerned - go about your business. The 
carcasses of all who oppose us will be heaped upon the Grassy Knoll, 
and be burnt in a Victory Bonfire. 
As chief representative of the Ministry of Truth, I am here to inform you 
that business continues as normal. All office-bearing peons have been 
paid. No publications have been censored. The constitutionality of our 
rule is beyond reproach. Mass demonstrations of adulation to me 
personally are a daily occurrence outside my office, and within the 
doors of the Red Room, wherein all who enter are squirted with free 
Victoria Bitter by means of a fire-hose. 
Some of you may have been made aware of the "problems" inherent in 
student politics. There are none. There never have been any. The UQ 
student Union stands as a monolithic tribute to the single-mindedness, 
altruism, and dedication so typical of student politicians. There have 
been no stackings, lock-outs, shit-sheets, ranting rallies, petty 
disputes, instances of abuse and name-calling, meeting reallocations, 
and negotiations in bad faith. 
This is indeed a Union - one and whole, free from the outside influence 
of any student interest, reality, or external relevance. The current 
President - his name is not important - is the unquestioned and 
supreme head of the Union. ALL Union office bearers are externally 
accountable - in fact, are a highly visible and well-known presence on 
campus, daily making contact with students to assure them (as if any 
assurance was necessary) that their money was well spent. If you can't 
see them, that's because your minds have been clouded by evil 
propaganda. 
Just finally - a warning to any subversive "students" who might attempt 
to walk through the doors of the Union Palace. Turn around, before you 
are burned in your tanks. If you're not driving tanks, we'll find some. 
What union politics need is not open-minded, diligent, intelligent, 
modest and conscientious individuals, determined to get worthwhile 
work done and make contact with uni students (oh, and reality) and a 
regular basis. Give up now, and leave it to the professionals. 
That sound you hear is not Higher Education being dismantled from 
underneath you. 
Questions will not be allowed. 
CONSPIRACY 
O F T H E 
MONTH 
G for Green and G for GO! 
A simple concept we learn very early in 
our education as people who frequent 
streets with street lights. 
Red is stop. And yellow, while 
experiencing an identity problem 
between whether it is indeed yellow or 
orange, also seems to have some fluidity 
in its exact meaning. Whether you are in 
a hurry, if you are a super safe grandma 
driver or get a wee bit of adrenalin from 
zooming through, it is raining, if you have 
recently replaced your shock absorbers, 
or more often, is there a red light camera 
at this intersection -yellow can be slow 
down, speed up, or stop if you absolutely 
have to, as long as the mack truck 
behind you is not going to wipe you off 
the face of the earth if you do. 
But Green is pretty simple. GO. Every one 
is waiting for you. It looks nothing like red, 
nor yellow, or orange if that is your 
preference. If the lights wanted you to 
slow down it would shine a golden hue. 
May 1 mention at this point that people 
who slow down at green lights piss me 
off. At times green can be a rare breed 
light emissions. Treasure them, use them 
to their full potential. It doesn't matter if 
they have been glowing green for a while, 
be optimistic that it will live a little longer. 
Green has an agreement with yellow 
upstairs, that if it needs you to stop, it will 
pass on the power of light to yellow. Some 
green lights are long, particulalrly at peak 
hour. Keep moving! 
Miss S 
A driver who likes to get there. 
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A Wable Alternative To War 
By James Chalmers 
Now that Saddam's buttocks have been removed from the seat of power in Iraq, 
many are starting to comprehend the damage wreaked upon Iraq by President 
Bush's little game of 'pin-the-weapons-of-mass-destruction-on-the-dictator'. 
Thousands are dead and entire cities have been looted. The physical damage to 
Iraq, which cost coalition forces hundreds of millions of dollars to inflict, is going 
to cost hundreds of millions of dollars more to repair. However, all this 
destruction could have been avoided if only Bush 'and Saddam had followed the 
example of Eittel Ramos. 
For the sake of those few of you Who do not possess an intimate knowledge of 
Peruvian politics, a word or two! bf explanation is perhaps in order. Ramos is a 
Peruvian congressman who ta}^4s a very old-school approach to settling political 
disputes. When called a coward by the nation's vice-president late last year, 
Ram'ps responded bif..Ghallenging him to a pistol duel. Why aren't more political 
dispute,si4o|ved'>thi.s v/ay?.T of lives and billions of dollars could have 
been saved if onVBuSh,-;rathfer thah invading, had simply slapped Saddam with 
a glove. • ,'•':-f\"'\.-.^'\ 
On the face ot.it,'-the-;sparing of countless lives alone appears to be reason 
enough to replace wars with duels. But how often has the prospect of war 
actually caused war to^be avoided? Most people may think they should abhor 
the prospect of nfeedless wari but let's face it—most wars are fought a very long 
way away; it's not as thbugH: Vdu're likely to be hit by a stray shell, wander on to 
a land-mine or have y6,ur livelihood destroyed or anything. Besides, war makes 
for great TV news buHetins ahd, a few years down the line, a rash of gloriously 
violent war movies. '. .'"-•'. H 
A better argument for .duels'is the fact that it's only fair. Take the latest stoush as 
an example: Bush, Saddam land their respective cronies were the ones who 
started the Iraqi war - reason' fiictates they should have to finish it. Why should 
Bush, and quite possibly Saddam, emerge unscathed while thousands of their 
compatriots were killed ormaJmed? Is it simply because the latter chose to join 
the military rather than.ent^r Irjto politics? 
In my view, one of the best aspects of political duelling is that it would truly get 
people interested in politics; fi^i news coverage of the breakdowns of diplomacy 
worked its way from the frdnt page to the back, you can be sure the public would 
start following it at least aSiClosely as any other sport. Ordinary blokes would be 
sitting around bars, staring,ajt.the latest CNN update, opining: "Well, you know, I've 
always liked that Syrian guyi^ you know, Bashar something, but I think 'Dubya might 
just take him if they choose pistols. I mean, 'Dubya is Texan after all." 
The only problem I can^envisage with this plan is the politicians and world 
leaders themselves. Given;th^ir general reluctance to risk even their re-election 
chances, I doubt mariy'iiWo^ld willingly risk their lives. But duels do not 
necessarily have to be fought with pistols or swords; there are other, less lethal 
options. Personally i vvdDldiike to see world leaders going at each other in those 
novelty sumo suits from Takeshi's Castle, but I'm open to suggestions. 
' v . ^ ^ y ^ ' 
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Procrastinationism 
Chris O'Regan 
About the Author 
After being born at a very young age, Chris gradually recovered 
until somehow he ended up in Saint Lucia. He once said his 
ambition was to "meat Shaun Micallef", but this innocent typo 
resulted in the actor/comedian taking out a restraining order on 
him. His hobbies include: blinking; chewing food, then swallowing 
it; and waiting for the day when Roisin Murphy will descend from 
the skies to claim him as her own. 
Whenever I'm reading an article, 1 really detest it when the writer 
spends an interminable amount of time gibbering on in a sort of 
meta-article. Instead of actually talking about what you're trying to 
talk about, you spend your time talking about talking about it, I 
really can't stand that. I'm all for getting straight into it, not hanging 
around looking dopey like a slow-motion replay of a footballer 
about to be brutally injured . I mean, it'll immediately become 
obvious what the subject is, won't it? Oh, I give up. Common 
sense and originality these days are rarer than underused 
metaphors. Anyway in the spirit of getting on with it, I give you an 
article that needs no introduction, an extremely professional-
looking one at that (it even has an FAQ), running as follows -
Your average university patron clearly dislikes doing assignment 
work, I believe this stems from a fundamental inability to 
adequately deal with stress. I don't know if any of you are familiar 
with Kant's categorical imperative and its relation to a 
universalised moral principle; I'm certainly bloody not, so I'll stick 
to the principle of leaving assignments to the last minute, That 
option is infinitely more attractive, mainly for reasons of karma. 
Quite simply put, as soon as I undertake an assignment, things go 
wrong. Sources become unavailable; useful material 
transmogrifies into crap; lecturer assistance makes me more 
confused; peer assistance leaves me despairing for the future of 
humanity; photocopying cards get eaten; public transport grinds to 
a halt; Internet connections fail; individual websites fail after said 
connections return; files disappear; printers run out of ink; fully 
inked-printers run out of paper; people maliciously invite me to 
parties; brains dribble out of ears; time effortlessly churns itself 
into hours wasted. After starting an assignment, I start to envy 
protagonists from Kafka. Turning into giant bugs is nothing 
compared to what I have to deal with , 
The logical response, then, is to compress the amount of time 
during which calamitous events can occur. The more time 1 spend 
trouble and v/orry-free, the less time is open for me to experience 
bad karma, which is probably in turn a result of my projecting my 
fears and stresses onto others. Being calm and supremely 
indifferent is a service to everyone around me, as well as myself. 
This approach may sound unwise, but the beauty of it is that you 
can spend all your procrastination time coming up with 
increasingly elaborate (and therefore convincing) justifications for 
it. It's not bludging; it's pro-actively waiting for problems to resolve 
themselves. 
Apparently with informative articles, it's the fashion these days to 
include a section detailing some Frequently Asked Questions, or 
FAQ's, So, therefore: 
^ 11 if £ £ T> 1 q' q 0 if 
Some Frequently Asked Questions/ or FAQ's: 
• What's the time? 
• Do you have a cigarette? 
• Why did the designer of the Hartley Teakle Building win an 
architectural prize? 
• Could you repeat the question? 
• Are there any questions? 
Very dull. What I find much more interesting are: 
Some Infrequently Given Answers, or IFA's: 
• Yes, as a matter of fact, I am attempting to smuggle illegal 
drugs, 
• My favourite film is Glitter, starring Mariah Carey 
• The word fucking appears on track three on Fatboy Slim's 
album 'You've Come a Long Way, Baby' a total of 108 times. 
• Guinefort, the only dog ever to be canonised, was a French 
greyhound, not (as some assume) a Saint Bernard. 
• Certainly but only if you shove two pencils up my left nostril. 
• The middle names of the last fifteen US Presidents in reverse 
chronological order are: Walker, Jefferson, Herbert Walker, 
Ronald Wilson, Eari, Rudolph, Milhous, Baines, Fitzgerald, David, 
S, Delano, Clark, John, and Gamaliel. 
• The most votes ever won by a chimpanzee in an election was 
400,000, by Tiao (Brazilian Banana Party), in the Rio de Janeiro 
mayoral ballots. Tiao finished third overall. 
I hope this helps. Although, I really don't care, as it kills time and 
isn't assignment work. 
Honest 
Shaun, i t 




L^a Vi) c) 
1 became curious about laughter clubs about five or six years ago 
after watching a documentary on T.V, showing people laughing in 
downtown Bombay They were mostly Indian women, but men 
also, with wide toothy grins. Somehow this just stuck in my mind 
as being a fun thing to do. 
It was Dr Madan Kataria who first started the phenomena of 
laughter clubs in India. Dr Kataria made a breakthrough discovery 
when he found that people could come together and laugh as a 
group, simply and without jokes. He combined simple bodily 
movements, not necessarily humourous, with the sound of 
laughter. Since the sound of laughter is infectious, the group soon 
starts laughing. The first people who used laughter in this way 
were the Tibetan monks, about 5,000 years ago. The monks used 
laughter as a way to get away from the thinking mind and to 
achieve a state of worry-free meditation. However, there are even 
older accounts of spiritualists from India travelling from village to 
village, laughing instead of preaching. 
Having worked in Palliative Care and Oncology for over three 
years, I thought laughter would be good for me. So 1 went along to 
this laughter club, which the newspaper informed was held at New 
Farm Park on Saturday mornings. By the end of the session 1 felt 
quite amazing. We were told that the body's natural pain killers 
and relaxants would be riding high and this was exactly how I felt. 
1 went back to work that afternoon and was quite surprised at how 
light and relaxed I was feeling, i managed to joke my way out of 
what would normally have been some difficult situations with 
patients and relatives. I also noticed that my memory was 
functioning better and my recall of events over the shift was .much 
clearer and accurate, in spite of the stress levels which are high in 
this area of work. 
Well, you might be thinking that this is all very nice, warm, and 
fuzzy, but what does laughter really do for you? As I mentioned 
earlier, there is a lot of scientific evidence to suggest laughter is 
good for your health and makes you feel great. 
Dr Jane Yip, Laughter researcher and trainer puts it this way: 
Respiratory System: Increases respiratory activity and oxygen 
exchange 
Cardiovascular System: Stimulates heart rate and blood 
pressure followed by relaxation phase- vasodilatation. 
Sympathetic Nervous System: Increases production of 
catecholamines, resulting in increased levels of alertness and 
memory; enhances learning and creativity 
often resulting In diminished pain. 
Brain: Laughter stimulates both hemispheres at the same time, 
co-ordinating all the senses and producing a unique level of 
consciousness and a higher level of brain processing. 
Immune System: Immunogobulin A found in significantly 
increased levels in saliva with stimulation of humour and laughter; 
increased spontaneous lymphocyte blastogenesis, a natural killer 
cell activity 
Digestive Tract: Internal organs massaged, resulting in increased 
peristalsis and improved digestion. 
Tears: (of laughter or grief): Provides exocrine response, carrying 
away toxins found in cells under stress. 
"Laughter is the shortest distance between two people." 
It brings down walls between peoples and help provide a relaxed 
atmosphere. 
Laughter lessens hierarchy between individuals, establishes 
rapport and decreases social distance. 
Laughter helps convey information; opens the door for 
communication by allowing one to bring up a secretly serious 
subject to see how it wiil be perceived while providing an "out" 
such as "I was joking." 
Laughter helps provide the sense of community and reduces the 
feeling of alienation some people may feel through living in 
modern mega polls. 
tsychologicr?!, l^ eDsHts of Lraghtei^ 
Laughter acts as a major coping mechanism for stress; relieves 
anxiety and tension; serves as an outlet for hostility and anger; 
provides healthy escape from reality; lightens' the heaviness 
associated with critical illness, trauma, tragedy, and death. 
Laughter is the natural mood enhancer 
Laughter helps to lessen the tendency to make molehills into 
mountains.' 
Laughter is a powerful reminder to positive living. 
Laughter is a negotiation strategy 
Applying laughter thoughtfully in discussions can win public 
favours. 
Muscle System: Stimulates muscles and relaxes muscle tension, Laughter when applied appropriately is an effective negotiation 
i «•*• 
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tool in a low-key manner. 
A calm, happy, smiling, and poised disposition, not just externally 
but also internally is indispensable in high-level negotiations. This 
state of mind and heart can be learnt through practice. 
Laughter can be used as a tactful way to ward off offensive 
attitudes and actions. 
Laughter is a useful tool for dealing with difficult behaviours. 
Since there is a fine line between responding in anger and 
responding in laughter, it is better to choose the latter option, even 
when it has to be in private. 
Lr?lighter r?DcJ Wor.W l^ (n?ce<! 
No one can be genuinely joyful and be angry at the same time. 
When everyone around the worid appreciates genuine, healthy 
hearty laughter 
Is when we can be at peace with each other. 
Whr?t It Lr?ughter Ci'ahl 
Laughter clubs are a systematic way to generate laughter based 
on the marriage of ancient practises, such as yoga, meditation, 
and the balancing of meridian points with modern science. 
One does not need to have a sense of humour in order to laugh. 
The sound of laugher in a laughter group is enough to stimulate 
laughter. Over a long period this has the effect of improving one's 
sense of humour. 
Trained leaders educate, demonstrate, motivate, and inspire 
others 
Humour is personal and subjective. Laughter is universal. 
The physiological changes that accompany laughter have been, 
and are still being, researched with an optimistic outlook as to the 
benefits for our health in general. 
I might just add that laughter clubs are not a cult and they are non 
religious, al! ages are welcome, in fact we have a lot more fun 
when there Is a wider variety of age groups. 
And remember he who laughs, lasts. 
A^ e Plies 
West End Laughter Club 
93 Boundary St 
Wednesdays 5,30pm-6.30pm 
Saturdays 10am-11am 
Debrea Redley Ph 0405 609 499 Susan Welch 0413 651 643 
New Farm Park Laughter Club 





by Gary Allen 
Despite ali the enthusiasm generated by The Lord of the 
Rings movies you could be forgiven for thinking fantasy fiction 
in Australia is in a pretty woeful state. Browse the fantasy 
shelves at your local bookstore and you will find endless 
volumes of pooriy edited regurgitated tales by a handful of 
'names'. And 1 am a fan of the genre... honest. 
I started reading The Heather Thane with some trepidation, 
sure I was about to read yet another badly told 'knock off. 
However, I was very quickly hooked by the terrific characters 
and original story The Heather Thane is the work of Gary 
Allen, a Brisbane writer and it has been released by a small 
Independent Australian publisher. 
Allen has created an exciting and original world inspired by 
the cultures and mythology of ancient Britain, and the result is 
something fresh and surprising. Of course, there are the 
features you'd expect of a fantasy tale - sword fights, sorcery 
and strange creatures, but mixed in is a nasty feud between 
two noble houses, a menacing prophesy and a great plot. 
The Heather Thane is the first instalment of a series, but it's a 
complete story One of the strengths of this book is the 
degree to which you are left with a sense of a wider world and 
tantalising hints of the story to come. 
Isolated and under pressure from his rivals, Thane Earal 
Minault intends to seal an important alliance by marrying off 
his daughter. Earal's main problem is that his lands are 
surrounded by enemies that would never allow his daughter 
safe passage. So the Thane sends his daughter through the 
dangerous high country with a small escort. The book is 
essentially a "journey tale", as we follow Ilea's attempt to 
reach her new home. Along the way we discover more is 
going on in the Duchy than just a brewing civil war. 
Supernatural forces appear focussed upon Ilea's escort. 
I visited the writer's web site (www.lathroug.com) and 
discovered that Allen has put together a huge amount of 
information about his world and v/riting (including links to 
some of his short stories). Given the limited distribution of 
The Heather Thane, it's also a good way of tracking down a 
copy of the book. 
Even if you're not normally a fan of the genre, I'd definitely 
recommend giving this book a try. 
Review by Troy Spence 
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In the past week I have been very bad, I have eaten three packets of tim-tams, two Sara Lee 
cheesecakes, drunk a litre of coffee a day, and allowed something mysterious to happen to 
my three-quarters-full bottle of Smirnoff last night. This morning it was empty and my head 
feels strangely like a bowling ball, 1 have watched three episodes of Jerry Springer, four of 
Passions, and six of Big Brother (one of which 1 even taped to watch later). 
Any of this sound familiar? Yes, it's that time of year again - the time when exams stop 
lurking in the shadows and come out to loom up before us. 
1 promised myself that this semester would be different. I mean, 1 know I say that every 
semester, but this time i REALLY meant it. Of course, I really meant it last semester too, and 
1 really meant it the semester before that... 
Oh, don't look at me like that! You're a'l just as guilty and you know it. 
Fortunately, I've prepared a crash course in how to not fail everything and end up hiding in 
the bath tub with a blanket over your head. Sweet! 
Now, the mature-age students among you will disagree with me, I'm sure, as will the all the 
'official' people at UQ, but it IS, 1 repeat IS, possible to pass everything just by cramming. This 
is a big university secret that you only find out by trying it for yourself. 
How do you do it? Well, the first step is to plan ahead. 
PLANNING 
First, which subjects are you enrolled in? It's always a good idea to check so that you don't 
receive any nasty surprises. No point in studying all that ancient Greek philosophy if you're 
actually enrolled in second year biochemistry, (Plato didn't have very much to say about the 
three dimensional structure of cytochrome P450). 
Now that we've established that, we can make a study timetable. Check when the exams 
are. How many days do you have left to study? Which subjects need more attention? 
Which ones are likely to put you to sleep? Which are easy? All important questions. A good 
way to plan is to write down a rough guide on your calendar. 
Plan when you are going to study. When do you do your best work - morning, afternoon or 
night? Plan to study then and sleep later. 
Try to keep a regular schedule. If you'd normally start lectures at 9am, plan to be at your 
desk and studying by then instead. Keep the rhythm going. This will also make it easier to 
get up in time for that Sam exam you have in a few weeks. Staying regular gives your brain 
a pattern to work with. Your brain will work much better if it knows the rules. 
Plan time off for fun and socializing, at least in the eariy stages. If yoj think you're going to 
spend 16 hours a day for the next 5 weeks studying, you're a nut. You'll be in the bathtub 
with your blanket by this time next week, I guarantee it. 
Have a 'donkey subject'. It's better to sacrifice one subject in order to pass all the others than 
to do really well in one and fail everything else. Studying for the donkey often begins the 
night before, or the morning of, the exam. Ideally, the donkey has the fewest units, isn't a 
prerequisite for anything and doesn't really matter. 
DIVEI^IONARY TACTICS 
Ideally, you shouldn't procrastinate. You can spend 6 hours thinking about the study you 
SHOULD be doing - getting more and more stressed - while at the same time, the more you 
procrastinate, the harder it is for you to make yourself start studying. Sometimes it can take 
2 days to get motivated enough to do that first twenty minutes of study. And then, when 
you've done it, you think"That wasn't so hard. What was I so worried about?"... Suddenly 
you realise you've just lost 2 days and you haven't done enough study and so you panic 
again. This cycle repeats itself every day. 
Procrastination is actually an expression of studiphobia, or fear of studying (OK, I made that 
word up.) You hope that ;f you ignore the study long enough, it will go away and leave you 
alone, and the exam will miraculously complete itself. Unfortunately it doesn't work that 
way. Phobias that you avoid only become stronger - leading to further avoidance and 
feelings of severe stress, or examinitis (another made-up word). The only way to beat a 
phobia is to confront it. Then the stress disappears. Actually doing the study you've been 
avoiding is the best cure for examinitis, A good way to start is to make studying the first 
thing you do when you get up. Another way to overcome the studiphobia is to give your 
brain 'warm-up exercises' such as just looking at notes, or reading a single page of a 
textbook. When you give yourself rewards for studying (which you definitely should!) 
make sure you do the study first. It's no good saying, TII Just watch this one episode of Buffy 
and then I'll study'. 
A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO 
iS 
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SURVIVING EXAMS 
By Aunty Jan 
TAKING A BREAK 
That said, you do need time off for good behaviour. There are some good diversions and 
there are some bad diversions. Good diversions are things that have definite time limits and 
don't take too long to do. Examples are housework, grocery shopping, cooking and going for 
a walk. Bad diversions are things that can be stretched out to take all day. Examples are 
gardening, cleaning the kitchen cupboards, and dothes shopping. Really bad diversions are 
watching TV, espedally cable TV (amazing how half an hour turns into six, isn't it?), reading 
novels (just one chapter, 1 swear) and especially checking e-mail, Exerdse of any kind is also 
fantastic; it de-stresses you, prevents injuries, and reduces the muscle stiffness caused by 
sitting at your desk all day. 
Most importantly any kind of diversion is better than taking a nap. Naps are to study what 
September nth was to the World Trade Centre. 
EXAM FOOD HAS NO CALORIES!!! 
With all the fear and stress you're experiendng, your system is choc full of adrenalin. This 
means your metabolism can burn up anything your tastebuds can throw at it - on one 
condition: it only works if you have The Fear. Psychology students will know that all 
students meet the criteria for generalised anxiety and major depression around exam time. 
So don't worry, this is perfectly normal. It's just The Fear working on you. Use it. Find The 
Fear and make it work for you. 
Of course, exam food has no calories (coke, chocolate, lollies, cheesecake, KFC) but it has no 
nutritional value either. Eat fruits, vegetables, and other healthy stuff if you want to keep 
all your hair and not get constipated. You have been warned. 
I must say a quick word about caffeine. It can be very beneficial in assisting the late night 
study, but caffeine is a harsh mistress. Too much and you won't be able to sit still long 
enough to do any work because you'll be rushing to the loo every 30 seconds. Large hits of 
caffeine can also be harmful. They can cause heart palpitations, dizziness, an inability to 
thinkdearly, or worse. 
DRUGS ARE BAD, M'KAY 
Don't even think about it. You'll only get into the exam and either fall asleep, forget your 
own name and student number, sit there giggling, or write "1 am a fish" seven hundred 
times before hitting onto one ofthe little-old-lady exam invigilators, and being arrested. 
Pot is not the best choice for calm'ng your nerves. Alcohol is not your friend (more on this 
in the next issue). Cigarettes will kill you, and, in the mean time, fill your brain with carbon 
monoxide - which vWII slow your brain down and eat up all your body's oxygen. Don't go 
breathing on people. You smell. 
FINALLY 
1. Don't panic! Everyone else knov/sjust as little as you do, and they arejust as stressed. (It 
is no coincidence that all the toilet bowls get a little browner around this time of year), 
2. You really can cram a whole semester's worth into two weeks (almost). Your hair may all 
fall out, and you may start hallucinating, but it can be done, 
3. Past papers are gold! Look at them. Lecturers are Just as lazy as you are and they hate 
writing questions Just as much as you hate answering them. (Hint! Hint!) 
4. Dark chocolate has lots of caffeine. Avoid it unless you want to spend the next few weeks 
boundng off the walls. 
GOODLUCK!!!!!!!!!! 
Not Happy Jan! 
Your letters to Me. 
1 read your last article about how to get a girlfriend ? How come it's only about girlfriends? 
Women are not pieces of meat that should be traded and owned by men. How can you be 
so fucking sexist? Fuck you, I bet you're a man. 
Name withheld. 
Dear Name Witheld, 
Sorry if I have offended you! The advice can equally apply to men OR women. There will be 
a 'how to get a boyfriend' article. 
Thanks for your letter, 
Aunty Jan 
PS I am not a man. If I were a man I'd be Uncle Jan (hey, that rhymes. Cool 0 
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MAD ABOUT MOVIES 
Even the most avid movie fan would 
admit you'd have to be insane to try and 
watch two-and-a-half days of movies 
without sleep. 
Thankfully, as those who know me will 
readily admit, I'm already insane. 
So, when my friend Rob and I decided, in 
December, to become world-record 
holders, we figured the 'World's Longest 
Movie Marathon' was as good a record to 
set as any 
Of course when we started, the record 
was only 41 hours long. Four months 
later it's been broken twice - and now 
stands at 59 hours and 27 minutes. 
Apart from staying awake that long, we're 
only allowed to take a piss after every 
third movie. 
Now I don't drink a lot of coffee - it's like 
booze and dope for me: I save it for 
special occasions. But staying up for two 
days means I'll drink a lot of coffee, and 
that will make me piss like a racehorse. 
The other bathroom-deprived 
participants are my mates Robert Byrne, 
Joel Dawson, and Brett Cruice. People 
who have followed my insanity over the 
years will know that Rob helped me build 
the fake Olympic Torch, and Brett was 
the mysterious assassin at my failed bid 
for the Union Presidency 
Joel, unfortunately for him, has no idea 
exactly what he's got himself into. 
m 
iZL&lia.... 
Also unaware of the insanity he's brought 
upon himself is Damien, the champion 
owner/manager of V's Caffe in 
Indooroopilly He's not only providing us 
with coffee, but has agreed to keep his 
store open for the whole attempt, 
I hope the editors don't mind me using 
this for an ad break: V's Caffe (and I 
recommend it because I go there 
regularly) is on Station Road at 
Indooroopilly between the train station 
and the shopping centre. Go, Now, Blow 
off the lecture you don't want to go to 
anyway and go have a coffee. 
Seriously though, we need to have the 
record attempt in a public place - it's one 
of a shitload of rules set down by the 
Guinness Book of Records. Another is 
the aforementioned draconian toilet 
break rule. We also need medical 
clearance to participate - in case sitting 
on my fat arse for three days is too 
strenuous. 
We need two independent witnesses to 
be present at all times, so we can't cheat. 
But in case you want to check up on us, 
or just say "hi, you're fucking insane!" 
we'd love to see you there. Come along, 
buy a coffee, have lunch, point and laugh 
at us. 
The best idea we had to do with the 
record was turning it into a charity event. 
Now it's not just an ego trip, it's raising 
money for the State Emergency Service. 
People who saw me on Extra will know 
that Orange is soooo my colour. 
By making it for a good cause we get 
even more publicity and all the beneficial 
karma I need after freaking out entire 
suburbs with my naked antics. 
If you're still reading, you're either my 
mother or interested in coming along to 
support our insanity in which case you'll 
be wondering when it's all going down. 
Here's your answer: 
We start at 9am sharp on Saturday June 
21st. We will break the Australian record 
at 12.15 am Monday morning (i,e,, 
Sunday night) and the World mark at 
8,28pm Monday night. I'll repeat this at 
the end because I know you High-5 
fanatics require repetition for anything to 
sink in, even something as brilliant as me 
making a dickhead out of myself in 
public. Again. 
Yes, we do get to choose the movies we 
watch. Video Ezy at Kenmore is lending 
us a heap at our request, so we like them 
too. Unfortunately we had to take into 
consideration that fact that we'll be braxn 
dead for most of the attempt as well as 
the 'three movies between toilet breaks' 
rule when choosing our list. 
As a result, we ended up with a mish-
mash of violent stupid films and crappy 
teen fart joke flicks. A few classy movies 
made it past the censors - we're starting 
with Breakfast at Tiffany's, and both Meet 
the Peebles and The Princess Bride are 
included. 
Still, we're pretty ashamed of the movies 
we have to watch in public. But we'd 
rather be movie sluts and world record 
holders, than preserve the last bastion of 
the Academy of Motion Picture Sciences, 
and fall asleep on Saturday night. 
Here are the all-important details again: 
Show up at V's Caffe, Station Rd 
Indooroopilly sometime between 
Saturday June 21st and Monday June 
23rd to cheer us on, or tell us how insane 
we are. Or how insanely jealous you are 
that we came up with the idea first. 
See you there, 
Jacob "Buy some furniture and give the 
cat a name" Aldridge 
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•Don't make assumptionsabout people's sexual orientations or gender identities. Assume there are LGBTQ (lesbian/,gay,:;^^^^ 
transgender, queer) people in your classes, sports, meetings, daily life. : : • ^-^ 
->.<. •Don't assume that "feminine-acting men" and "masculine-acting women" are not heterosexual. 
•Don't assume that "macho males" or "feminine females" are heterosexual. ' ' ' • \ ^ . ' • ' ' . . / ' : : ' [ ' : - ^ i ' - . ' ' - : l 
•Don't assume that every gay/lesbian/bisexual/transgender person you meet is attracted to you. ; " 
•Realise that if they are attracted to you and the feeling is not mutual, a simple "thanks, but no" will suffice. Heterosexual women have been 
using this technique with heterosexual men for a long time now, generally not feeling the need to beat them to death. (If you do'hot 
understand that the latter response is neither necessary nor acceptable, then please get yourself Into counselling as soon as possible).-;.' 
•Interrupt anti-LGBTQ jokes, comments or any other behaviors that make homophobia appear OK. 
•Bring up LGBTQ issues in conversations with friends or discussions in class. 
•Mix your straight friends with your LGBTQ friends. 
•Put LGBTQ-positive posters in the halls and classrooms or wear shirts, buttons, etc. that promote acceptance and celebrate diversity; ^  
•Ask yourself what's stopping you doing all of the above, tf it's fear that people will think you're queer, realise how controlling and oppressive 
that is and fight to overcome it. 
Change. It is Easier than You Think! 
Are you interested in prolonging the human occupation of the earth in a manner that 
'lives in harmony' not 'against in agony'? You are? Then come along to what promises to 
be a fun and funky enviro-conference. 
It is sure to change some aspect of your life, give you a new way to look at the Earth and 
our place within it. Even reaffirm your spirit to continue campaigning for essential 
environmental change. 
Students of Sustainability is the leading social and environmental sustainability 
conference. It is based around volunteer organisation from, primarily university 
students. It's Sick! An annual conference in its 12th year, its name and pulsations 
spread to a different campus each year, taking on a dynamic form. From its beginnings 
as Students, Science and Sustainability in 1991, the conference has changed to 
Students and Sustainability in 1996 to Students of Sustainability in 2003. We believe 
there is no one authority on a sustainable future. It is up to every individual to learn their 
part in the continuation and celebration of life on earth. 
Revolving around the themes of: 
• Sustainability: What is it? Can, and how, do we achieve it? 
• Earth and water: Conservation and understanding the process 
• Energy: Origins and sources of, renewables, current situation 
• Actions; Voice, opinions and ideas become a creative reality 
• Cultural and social sustainability; Strength in diversity and appropriate cultural 
technologies 
Along with these themes comes one of the most important ideals and practices 
associated with becoming an agent of change. Exploration of self-sustenance will be 
threaded throughout the week. 
So. Getting involved and attending is easy There is funding available to send students 
to SoS, so please contact Holly 3377 2255 or environment.union@maiibox.uq.edu.au 
for a registration form, due on: 9th June. The form will also be available from reception 
upstairs in the Union or on the ledge near the notice board. For more information come 
along to Environment Collective every Monday @ 1pm near Screenprinting (Level 1, 






July 7th "11th 
2003 
www.studentsofsustainability.org.au 
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Temporary residents - you may 
have money in Australia you don't know about. 
While you are working in Australia as a 
temporary resident, your employer may be 
paying money into a retirement fund (called 
superannuation in Australia), You can access 
this money as a lump sum payment when you 
permanently depart the country. To find out if 
you are eligible and to apply online call 
1310 20 or visit www.ato.gov.au/super 
i 
A Commonwealth Government Initiative 
Australian ^=::/ 
Taxation Off iceV 
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Unleash The Gimp m 
-. ""iK'-y',•' 
Chess Madness 
This rollicking edition of GIMP could just 
have easily been entitled: "A little drive to 
Canberra and back in search of an ego-
fueled, self-fulfilling buzz, induced by 
introspective admiration of one's own 
genius". Alternatively I could have just 
picked "The Doeberl Cup, QLD Contingent 
Report"; but that would have been too 
blatantly sexual. After all, the 
preponderance of males that play chess 
suggests some validity in the "Freudian" 
notion that chess is all about symbolically 
attacking a rival penis (ie the King). Pardon 
the digression. 
And so it was that I left behind a 
household hit by the comnhon cold, and 
henceforth unscathed by viral incursions, 
to travel all the fucking way to Canberra to 
play a fucking chess tournai^ent on the 
Easter weekend. Do 1 sound pissed off? 
Well, the truth is I didn't mind missing an 
easy draw against a Grandmaster in 
round 1 so much, (see mov^ 46...Be5?, 
47.Qh3? in the game published below: of 
course 47,Qe3! would be close tb 
winning) but what was to come was about 
as much fun as playing monopoly whilst 
having a colonoscopy So began the 
madness... 
With Chess Master Nik Stawski 
Never, Ever Eat Seafood In Canberra 
Oh what joy At 3 in the morning, 6 hrs 
away from the final round, what would be 
ideal? (a) deep sleep, (b) a dance-floor, (c) 
a bathroom floor. Of course (c) is the only 
answer if you've got any balls (there's that 
Freud reference again). Yes. It's great to 
feel like you're dying, especially whep the 
chess world is waiting with baited breath 
for your appearance on board 231or a final 
round garne of such colossal 
(in)significance' All I can say is crabmeat 
patties, even if they taste fine, are EVIL. 
Oh Coonabarabran, How Sweet Thou Art 
IM (International Master) Stephen 
Solomon's car was the vehicle of choice, 
and it served us well, until... Yes! Wheel 
bearings are my friend! The funny s'de to my 
rant is that although fortunate to breakdown 
close to Coonabarabran on the Newel! 
highway the one and only workshop in town 
had burnt down 2 days beforehand! I won't 
bother with too much more detail. Suffice to 
say we arrived back in Brisbane 2 days 
behind schedule, and the full recovery from 
the food poisoning finally was over a week 
later. But, i'm happy to report that CHESS is 
the winner, OH YES YES YES!! 
Other goss 
As usual, the small number of unattached 
female players were pursued vigorously, & 
rumours of some passionate evenings 
involving chocolate body paint arose. 
Other than that, the usual quota of 
drinking, gambling, and tomfoolery was 
exceeded, and a good time was had by... 
afew... apparently 
Wann^ Brain Teaser? > 
Let me tease you,., with a couple of 
puzzles. 
On an empty board, place the black king 
on d5, and then place only the following 
combination of white pieces on the board 
so that black is in checkmate. > 
1 
1) One queen and two pawns. 
2) One rook and three pawns. , 
3) Two bishops two knights and one pawn. 





stawski, Nik (2055) -
Johansen, Darryl (2503) 
1.84 c5 2. Ne2 e6 3. d4 cxd4 
4. Nxd4 Nf6 5. Nc3 d6 6. Bg5 
Be7 7. Qd2 a6 8. Be2 Qc7 9. 
a4 b6 10. 0-0 Bb7 11. Bf3 
Nbd7 12.Rad1 0-013.Rfe1 
Rac8 14. Qe2 Ne5 15. h3 
mzmimnmimmzmmwmv 
Bel 18. Bel Qb8 19. Bg5 
Nxf3-F 22. Nxf3 Rxc3 23. 
bxc3 Nxe4 24. Rd4 Nxc3 25. 
Qd3 Nd5 26. Bn5 Bf8 
27. Rh4 g6 28. c4 Ne7 29. 
Bf6 Nf5 30. Rf4 Qc7 31. g4 
Ng7 32. h4 e5 33. Bxe5 dxeS 
34. Nxe5 Re8 35. Qc3 Rxe5 
36. Rxe5 Bd6 37. Rfe4 Ne6 
38. Rxe6 fxe6 39. Rxe6 Qc6 
40. Kf1 Qg2+41.Ke1 Qg1 + 
42. Kd2 Qxf2-F 43. Kd Qt4+ 
44. Kb2 Kf7 45. Rei Be4 46. 
Kb3 Be5 47. Qh3 Qd2 48. 
Qf1-FKe6 49. Qe2Qc3+50. 
Ka2 Qb4 0-1 
i 
ii i 
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Avig^U'A^Ude' 
X ' * ' ^ ' , ^^v ^ 
•r ,k'tf' '•' 
HerM/eA^yhUedi'over a^ ocim/a^ of di^ cmdytivn^/ 
Vrudg^ry d/ymlnccte^lhe^clochmuch 
Stilithe^fCelr^ make^r(^fithed/fc^ thinlol%!^ciy o/whde^ 
And/ibrc^th^/whXte/o^v/uilled/fv^ 
, j ^ > j . . \ ^ r ^ 
. V , l 
^r-if-V 
Uy\mea4Mred/are^the/yi^oinent}r^one/(uu^ 
The/ day\ onby ever ^artCvig^, the/^iAAO/rUin^ 
Sudden/the/pre^e^^Clrg^^i4^g^(^locrmu^ 
Ayu^mom£4^tycd2/mMtO'}uytiry'g<xu\^ 
Itfy too- late/ thinhm^ of ytovve^ whew they're/ buried/ and/ Icn^ 
VOherv e^iratixyn/y heat fog^ Uvto- frryit 
the/foncd/opcique^ of grey ^u&t awa^ from/ my itCght 
To-klng.d&nwofjoy ar\d/palv\/raled/hy day ar\d/hy night 
]^orldy ar\/iv\finlte/oAvay from/Cl/da/^)^^,l^ 
Captured/ within/ o/primv of hoicked/ light 
\>^J^' • * ^ ' 
JS-
^.:' J.'.; 
Thereby too-mMx:h/!fedmioyv to-thlnh 
Thereby far too- much ypace/ to- leap and/ ride/ 
Thereby e^en/too-mAA.ch air to-hreath£/and/hewve/a/high 
Taryiin^ my foice/ ever owang^agUde/ 
The/vC&ion/ i^vwirche^ ghyricn^y - aMJo^ I cannot ihy 
Hewven/y hied/ over the/ carwcvy, and/ 50- hwve/1 
ShaXiow a4he^mxxke/a/f[t^cwe/, and/the/worm^a/fithride/ 
BiAtthoughmy id^htyii^/ihade^l ytdl^ee/lhe/helghty 
And/tatter a/ra^'ged/pathtoM)ardyang^a.glide/ 
I tatter o/ ra^^ed/ path towardy angely aglide/ 
Vedicated/ to- the/ iAr\kvumn/poet of ihe' pacifiit p&em 'you/ 
can/'t argue/ with o/ dead/ mwn/. 
-N 
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Tommy's European Theatre 
"L'Auberge Espagnol" 
"L'Auberge Espagnol" (2001, France) 
Directed by Cedric Klapisch 
Starring Romain Durls, Audrey Tautou, Judith Godreche, Cecile de France 
The other day, I met this French girl who told me that she had studied in Los 
Angeles for a year, and It was the best year of her life. I asked her what she liked 
the best about the United States. She said that it was not the American style of 
life, but rather the interaction of international students from all over the world 
who were there studying with her at that time. She has met students from 
Europe, South America, Asia-Oceania, and the Middle East. Her story actually 
reminded me of the movie, "L'Auberge Espagnol.'' In this movie, Xavier - a young 
French guy who goes to Barcelona for a year to study Spanish on Program 
Erasmus (European student exchange program) - encounters fellow students 
from all Europe, It was a good movie with lots of hope, the hope for the future. 
The movie was a success in French box-office and showcased why director, 
Cedric Klapisch, is recognised amoung the prominent emerging French 
directors. 
Audrey Tautou (most notably known as introvert dreamer Amelie Poulain in "/e 
fabuleux destin d'Amelie Poulain") and Judith Godreche (Ridicule, The man in 
the iron mask) gave solid performances in the movie. Many emerging actors and 
actresses from across Europe joined this masterpiece and the movie will appeal 
to many audiences, particularly the one who has studied abroad... 
Tommy's Score: 8 out of 10 
I also had similar experience in Paris while studying in tho Diplomatic academy 
It was great experience for me and I think of it often with fond memories. 
There are lots of problems in this world. And many of them come from 
misunderstanding of each other's culture. But I believe our generation is 
different. This may be the impact of globalization. We all travel more and are 
becoming more and more open to other culture and people. When the world 
enters into the stewardship of our generation, I want to believe that we will have 
fewer problems, or at least we will have more understanding of one another and 
be able to deal constructively with those that arise.. 
m 
ii 
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iHILlKie AU. SCRIPTWRITERSI!! 
vyoulcl you like to see your work performed? 
Would ypu like to WIN $500?!?! 
Enter> 
BUefcstlll! 
BUGfest, Underground Productions, Is the Brisbane 
Underground Festival, a competition for local young writers. 
The DUE DATE for scripts has been extended to Fri the 
13th of June, so get in FAST!!! 
• One Act Plays only. Can be anywhere from lOmin to 45, 
it's up to you! 
• Selected entries will be produced by Underground 
Productions with your input. 
• $500 Cash prize for the winning entry, sponsored by 
Centenary Real Estate 
• Send entries and contact details, or enquiries to our email 
address undergroundproductlonsuq@hotmail.com or our 
pigeonhole at Clubs and Socs before June 13. 
SET IN QUICK! 
Get IT Certified - Get a Degree - To Get a Job 
Become a Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) 
This is a world wide recognised certification in Network Engineering 
(No Prior Knowledge Required) 
Choose Between: 
CCNA Course Starting June 30*'' 
Monday and Wednesday 5pni - 9pm 
CCNA Instructors Course Starting July 1st 
Tuesday Sam- 12pm and Thursday 1pm -5pm 
(CCNA with the Instructor Certification Course) 
Train IT 
Information Technology Services Training Services 
The University of Queensland 
Visit http://www.trainituq.edu.au 
or Contact ITS Client Services Phone: 33656000 (option 5) 
Fill in our online survey for the chance of a prize! 
-UQ 
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HEV, rm TflLKIHG To Voiise! 
HELP! . ' 
I've been ouerloaded uilth emails and I'm CHUFFEDIp 
r r ^ 
^ ^ 
Thanhs for the fflTS support.. The r^ j^ ponse^ fuis been refreshing and posit lue! fflany were glad to see that the SEHIPER fllay Issue managed 
b see the light of day. [It was a iittle worrying at t mes as it almost seemed^asjhough somethingTor sbmeone was holding us bach.] 
put Hey! Semper's bach, and so Is FATS... with a uengeance! ' ^ ^ 2^" 
Hey - keep those share house liuing stories coming through... i'ue been laughing m y ^ i i ^ j ^ B . I'll include some storjes n6 | { tp^ , | j ^^ 
Please keep sending through submissions to the SEinPER address- semDer.un!on®ma|SBMm.au and tag It THTSjiif fou ar&rntefje^ea 
in becoming a reuiewer/lnterulewer also email me! Special thanks to KE iilflil, Andrew GibMftinl ly Ulllllams for t'^ %tstand^^^^^^ 







Tim Allen and Richard 
Dreyfuss. 
Director - Chris Ver Wiel. 
Director Chris Ver Wiel drew on 
many different sources and 
personal experiences over a 
period of ten years to churn out 
this genre- bending flick. Living 
in Undon ,he made money p l ^ 
Banjo and reading larot cards -
Nopdne% not your average director. 
InspSred by unlikely characters, he 
FRESH FLICKS 
Vour guide to current and upcoming flicks: 
developed a quirky script about 
a forger with morals, and a hit 
man with heart. The flick follows 
Finch (Slater), who is a skilled 
forgery and fraud artist and 
f\/licha ( Dreyfuss) a jewel 
theif who Is set on recovering 
his 20 year old stash. After 
arranging new identities, both 
men are thrust into a life-
threatening situation. A 'mob' 
parody with some special cameos 
(The very funny Billy Connolly 
also joins the cast as the 
crooked coroner, 'Savian'.) 
Spider 
Now Showing 
Starring - Ralph Fiennes, 
Miranda Richardson, Gabnel 
Byrne. 
Director- David Cronenberg. 
Finnes has played some drips 
in the past (I found his role in 
the J.Lo horror flick 'fVlaid In 
fy/lanhattan' far scarier than that 
of his 'Red Dragon' serial killer.). 
I was actually starting to doubt 
whether he had any more good 
roles in hiTt,H3Aae;Spider suits him 
to a T. It appears he's better off 
playing disturbed daik characters 
rather than love interests. Also 
starring the brilliant Gabriel 
Byrne in a particularly horrid 
role. The film takes us on a 
journey of the mind and reflects 
how past traumatic events 
events can have on us in our 
later years, If you're cranky at 
your ma and pa - go see this -
you'll love them forever more... 
Anne Wilson 
The Secretary 
Starring: James Spader, 
Maggie Gyllenhall 
Director: Steven Shainberg 
Now Showing 
A daiTk comb DTBTE beiAeen two 
desperate, lonely and very messed 
LP people Lee Holloway (Maggie 
Gyllenhaal) is a sucker for 
puishmert. After bong released ftom 
an rstitution tx self-mutilation she 
begins work as a secretary for 
attamey E. Edward Gney (James 
Spadei). Gtey seenns maepreoocupied 
p^ing aggressive head games 
with his new pettH making ha" stand 
J 11 if £) q-' q 0 if -UQ. union 27 
inside a trash dumpster to fish out nisshg papers 
or having her lean over a desk as he roughly 
sperteherfcrher^ pGaDiBct]rSfeeiShainberg has 
focused less on sex and more onihe balanceof 
poA«rbetween Lee andO^jgalE^shifting it until 
we have aquasHTorm^ endTg br hesetwD trusual 
people. 
Andrew Gibbs 
GIMIVIE GIIVIIVIE GIIVIIVIE! 
Thank's to our mates at United 
International Pictures we have 10 
doubles in season passes to The 
Secretary'! To win ail you have to do 
is contact Semper June 4 on 33 77 
22 37. Comp closes June 11! 
Tlie Life of David Gale 
Staning: Kevin Spacey, Kate Winslet 
and Laura LInney 
Director: Alan Parker 
Spacey plays David Gale, the vehement 
anti: capital punishment activist who, 
ironically, is on death row. convicted of 
raping and murdering his fellow activist and 
academic Constance Harraway (Laura 
Linney).SBt in Texas, the story chronicles 
the ciisinteqration of Gale's life. A 
burnalist.Bloom (Winslet), who initially 
thinks Gale must be guilty, starts believing 
that he may have been framed. 
The movie then becomes a race against time 
as Bloom tries to save Gale's life. A 
brilliantly executed twist at the end ties up all the 
loose ends. This fesdnalrg and confronting 
thriller keeps you well and truly on the 
edge of your seat. Alan Parker expertly 
directs this weli-crafted Charles Randolpli 
script. While Kate Winslet might be an odd 
pick for the part of bitchy but eoiical journo, 
she plays her remarkably well. Spacey as 
always, is brilliant as the tormented Gale. 
Laura Linney is also a standout as the 
stern and passionate Constance. It 
does contain some gasp-inducing scenes 
and a bit too much of Spacey s sexual 
romps but this film keeps you engrossed 
for its entirety. Definitely a winner. 
Linda Edwards 
Future Flicks-
Take Away - June 12: Starring Vince 
Colosimo, Stephen Curry and Rose 
Byrne. Director: Marc Oracle 
A Man Apart - June 19: Starring Vin 
Diesel. Directed by F. Gary Gray. 
Dumb & Dumber - When Hany Met 
Uoyd ^ Jul 10: Stam'ng Eric Christian 
Olsen, Derek Richardson. Directed by 
Troy Miller. 
I N T E R V I E W 
D E C E N T S P I N S T E R 
She can't get a man ... she's single and 
she has quite a different take on the 
world. Introducing the Decent Spinster 
who offers a new take on everyday 
living. Do you dare take a look through 
her eyes?Christine Johnson is returning to 
Brisbane wilh her "Deoert Spinstet" cabaret like 
show. For the second time, she returns-
however this time to a different venue -
(Brisbane FtweftTouseTheatre) accompanied by 
three amazing and talented musicians to 
bring to life a most intriguing character.. 
The Decent Spinster. 
FATS: Tell us a little about the show? 
CJ: Ifs very much a cabareV lecture style 
performance -a one-vramanshow.The Spinster is 
someone who has kept to herself and the 
audience is introduced to her and her 
relationship to everyday things - she presents 
observations of tne urtan landscape and 
everyday things like bowling alleys. I won't tell 
you anymore-1 don't want to give it away! 
FATS: Why 'Decent'spinster? 
CJ; Spinster is one of those strange cognitive 
terms -previously disliked. I guess I have always 
been intrigued by that- fascinated. I play the role 
of a character that is almost otherworldly and 
who sees everyday things in a very different 
t. She is almost a timeless character. 
expect? 
CJ: It is very much a visual piece.There is 
going to be a visual installation in the foyer 
of the (Brisbane Powerhouse) as part of 
the show and also as part of the show I (have incorporated) slides and a black and 
white film reflecting the spinsters'childhood. 
FATS: Your costume is mighty impressive! 
What's the background behind that? 
CJ: I wanted the character to be timeless - but 
I've also incorporated a 50's / 60's feel to her. As 
if she's otherworldly - almost caught in time. 
FATS: Explain the use of music in the 
production? 
CJ: I'm very fortunate to be working with three 
fantastic and ve.7 talented musicians and the 
music consists of a series of pieces that 
have been especially composed and are 
largely original. 
You can catch 'Decent Spinster' from 
May 27- June 5th @ the Brisbane 
Powerhouse. For booking details see 
'Whatcha Gonna Do' theatre listings! 
GIMME GIMME GIMME 
Thanks to a VERY DECENT SPINSTER 
indeed and the Brisbane Power House 
we have one double pass to see 'Decent 
Spinster' on June 4th to give away to 
one lucky FATS reader! All you have to 
do to win these gotta have tickets Is 
phone the SEMPER Office on 33 77 22 
37 June 3! 
GIMME.GIMME.GIMME. 
perros 
Thanks to Columbia Tri-Star 
Films we have 10 double passes 
to the Carlos Carrera flick 
starring the Spanish heartthrob 
Gael Garcia Bernal to give 
awayl The film follows a young ( 
SPUNKY) priest as he struggles 
with his devotion to god and his 
church, as his superior is 
corrupt. A romance, an action 
and a drama - it's a hot- hot-
hot flick - so if you'd like to go 
see this flick for free... all you 
have to do is contact the 
Semper Office on 33 77 22 37 on 
June 4th to win! Comp Closes 
June 11 
FATS: You l^so incorijQrate visual elements in your fSerfomiance. What can the audience 
Old School' starring luke 
Wilson, Vince Vaughn and Will 
Ferrell is a classic college flick! 
Thank's to our mates @ UIP we 
have 5 prize packs consisting of 
Ix 'old school' shirt, 1x shot 
glass and an inseason double 
pass to the flick! If you'd like to 
'score' all you have to do is 
conact Semper: 33772237, June 4! 
J6' 
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music Releases and interuiews 




Sounding very similar to Jewel 
Queen has a sickly sweet voice 
packed with enough sweetie-pie-
girl-next door lyrics to make you 
puke. Okay - maybe some peo-
ple might like this kind of dreamy-
country pop - but I sure as hell 
don't. She sounds like one of 
those lame girls who wait for love 
to happen - instead of grabbing it 
by the balls and dragging it to the 
bedroom.. ..TH bring the meal if 
you bring the wine.. ..'ewe. Her 
songs are 'nice' and nice has to 
tje one of the worst words to 
describe something 
Anon. 
BUY THIS IF YOU LIKE 





Sounding like a country 'nirvana' 
god- Josh Arnold brings a 'dari< 
country" - (as Goth as country 
music can get I think.). Yes, this 
country lad puts on a studded t)elt 
to strut some John Butier guitar 
and sing his throaty vocals. Not 
bad. The first track'Scarifiei^  
seems to be about scabs or 
something -(What the hell is a 
Scarifier?)-or maybe climbing 
a tree.. Interesting lyrics..,' 
Climbed out on the scarifier Thafs 
where I got my scar.' 'Bank' is very 
similar to John Butier and Peari 
Jam- but with far too much Banjo 
(everything in moderation Josh!). 
An admirable raw energy album 
from a remarkable Australian 
singer/song writer,., however not 
my kind of thing - but way out 
west. I think they dig this kinda 
stuff. 
SHAM 
BUY IFYOU LIKE: Lee 
Kernaghan, Pearl Jam and 
John Butler Trio. 
Gimme Gimme Gimme 
Thaiks to ABC Music and 
Universal we have 2 cds to give 
away-Acopy of Josh Arnolds fiil-
lenglh album'Scarifier'and a single 
of'Bdgaiow'. If you wodd iiketo 
winone of ttie two cds all you have 
to do is contact the Semper Office 
between business hous: 33 7722 





Opening the record, begging 
the dance population to take 
the time to listen, this record 
is a little different to most 
.Straight away you know this 
sound is going to be some-
thing different. When the first 
drumbeat begins - your heart 
quickens - a pre-dance sweat 
starts to dribble and when the 
sound conglomerates. Oh 
baby... we're making a nice 
cup of dub, dance, and funk. 
If you don't know who this guy 
is, find out! His music is a hip-
hop trip down the block.. De 
La Soul.., without the soul 
but drenched in funk. 
('Guitarlandia') When the 
drums kick in, you know that 
this kind of genius cannot 
come from a sixer.and if you 
don't know how to dance 
-he'll teach you ... all you 
have to do is listen and be 
inspired! 
SHAM 
BUYTHIS IFYOU LIKE... 
De La Soul, The 
Avalanches, Dean Martin 
and Jazz! 
GIMME GIMME GIMME 
We've got an exclusive copy of 
this SUPERDANCE ALBUM 
thanks to BMG! All you have to 
do is contact the Semper 
Office, June 4th between busi-
ness hours on 33 77 22 37 to 
win! Get in quickComp doses 
JUNE 11. 
Men and Women' 
Charles Foster Kane 
(Funk folk) 
One of Brisbane's most exciting 
and acclaimed bands returns with 
a follow up to 'Northern' with the 
very personal EP 'Men and 
Women'. From the very talented 5 
men's dabbling comes a collection 
of 5 tunes ranging from string-
soaked melancholy to pop guitar 
rock,' Lucky ones' is my fav- a 
tear-drenched track with vocalist 
O'HarH's soulful miseiy sounding 
out loud and clear. 
JudyWright 
BUYTHiS IFYOU LIKE 
.. .Nick Cave and The Bad 




Ouch; This one's naughty! With 
plenty of raunch and as sexy as 
music can get. This brand new 
snapper from former Tricky vocal-
ist is a groove- train. It blows the 
locomotion right off the tails-
with its suave repetition of freaky 
organ and a squealing synth. The 
vocals are very low ,itching the 
spot just right leaving you writhing 
around on the floor begging for 
just one more inner ear scratch 




Slammh! This hp4iio hop trad< isa 
refteshrg spice (yunnmy) with a 
ctBamy oenliB of beals and an out-
side coatrg of t r ^ v o t ^ v x a l s . 
This brdherand sister duo are 
somelhrig hot and their ruff and 
lDU^jh^.HotHotHol! 




Thanks to the slammin crew at 
Universal music we have 2 
copies of BoomKat's full-length 
debut album 
'Boomkatalog.One'. If you 
would like a copy ali you have 
to do is contact the Semper 
office on June 4th during busi-
ness hours on 33 77 2237 to 





Hmmm? Is he softening up? This 
latest single just doesn't seem to 
have tiie dark- horror feel to it -
maybe ifs t)ecause I've tDecome 
de-acustomed to Manson - this 
single seems to be missing some-
thing. Paying homage to the swing 
kids - the music clip is about the 
only thing tiiat exdted me about 
the single. Ifs alright - Just not 
DARK enough, 
GIVIVIEGI\fflVEGIVIME 
Thanks to the dark side (LWwefsal) 
of music we have 2 copies of 
Mariyn Mansonls dar1<er than dark 
new afcun to give away! Not only 
that - WB also have a freaky poster 
to go with ifie cds!Think you can 
handle it? If you ttiiik you can and 
youd Bke to wh al you have to do 
is contact the Semper office; 33 77 
22 37 durg business hours on 
June 4 to win! Comp dosesJune 
11. 
Free So Free 
J. MascisandTheFog 
(Dew Process/Universal) 
Back in the 90s when 'alterna-
rock' ruled the music scene. 
Dinosaur Jr, roamed and were 
-UQ 
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one of the most respected acts 
around. Now its 2003 and 
frontman J Mascis is doing 
things solo, with a few albums 
under his belt. His latest effort 
Free So Free, continues a line 
of fine releases, this time with 
a more laidback feel save for 
the guitar solos, some of 
which are absolutely blistering. 
'Say the word' comes in for 
special attention, with its 
bouncy pop groove, shattered 
when Mascis decides to 
unleash one of the most epic 
solos of recent times. It's not a 
revolutionary album by any 
means and is unlikely to set 
the world on fire, but what it 
does, it does very well. A 
fulltime producer may have 
reigned in some of the guitar 
breaks, but you get the 
feeling J likes it this way and 
frankly I can't blame him. 
David Tam 
Buy this if you like: 
Dinosaur Jr, Nada Surf and 
The Birds. 
For Whom Do You Sail? 
Gersey 
(Trifekta/FMR) 
Last year Melbourne's Gersey 
released their excellent 
'Storms Dressed As Stars' 
long-player and For Whom Do 
You Sail? is the 'atest single to 
come from it. The single track 
itself is a beautiful gentle tune, 
carried by some heavenly 
strings and com.ing across as 
a more upward looking, less 
fragile Art Of Fighting. Also 
induded are 4 trad<s recorded last 
November, live on L,A. radio which 
sound an absolute treat, especially 
'Day To Be Certain', witii its intense 
build-up and final resolution. All up 
ifs a timely reminder of tfie depth of 




Ever since breaking onto the 
scene with their 'Waltz' EP a 
few years ago, Augie March 
have been crafting exquisite 
tunes, such as this new single, 
Their music seems to have an 
indescribable old-worid charm tiiat 
is al once both heartbreaking and 
charming such as when piano 
tinkles and the horn section 
charges in 'Littie Wonder". The b-
sides feature a newly recorded 
lune 'Strange Visitors', replete witii 
lovely backing vocals and a couple 
of live cuts. 
David Tam 
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EAS BRINGIN'THE FRICKIN 
BEATS 
Started by tvuo music maestnos 
wtTo got chatting, found out 
tfiey listen to the same kinda 
frrige decide to start playing 
with machines (Grandmaster 
flash style) 
The Elediar Aitisls Sodety is a ooieo-
fr^ of pecple \AITO are dedrated t) pro-
niolhg and produchg eledronicart 
Be i^nhgaltheendof1999,EASncw 
has a«r400 merrteis who are hb 
makiig nnusi:; DJhg, anhialion, dgtal 
pLdshiig, firi makiig proganTTirg, 
3D artand a whole btof o(heraealive 
puaifePoious EASadsandQ/s 
haegorecntodoMaine, Big Da/ 
Outandotherhjge D'^ NCEfesthals 
Running seminajs, vokshops, and 
they hold free concerts ©The Red 
Room (threeThuisda^s) oeiy month, 
f ^ l s ^ e,oylhing from drum and 
bass to house, breaks -prettymuch 
aeythiig! Ifs experimental ntacthat 
you've NEVER heard before in a bw 
1 ^ laid bad< diln erMrcnment IKeep 
an Qe on the RED FCOM social c ^ 
endar and visit the Electronic Artists 
Society\Aebsite @ wwweaswadong. 
SHAM 
GIVEAWAY's 
GIMME GIMME GIMME 
Thanks to the EAS crew -
FATS has the fiieshest give-
away to give to you. We've got 
9 copies of the EAS latest 
compilation of electronic 
music titled'EAS Play With 
Machines Vo!.2'.lf you'd like to 
win all you have to do is phone 
the Semper Office 33772237 
on June 4 at 12.30pm. Comp 
Ends June 11. 
EAS 
NYC'ROCKINTHE B L q G $ p ^ : > 
1' ;•• • • .'• '.'• ;-••v:;/^x•.v^"•••v^ 5;' , j??^A'WVriV^v<^'• • • ; : 
Top 10 Bioggfre:frii|Tri^C^«| 
Gockiess Emliy'Wiillint^ 
on the tobcooi for old s ^ ^ 
VbrkRock Bl(^ scen&'-t" ^ ;i^ ;;v. •;•.'•• 
Tbg3vM\t^rwi\tiitosxl^ 
S»XTl>)rin^ hero tis. ;.fe al£ixiutte 
New\W(nxs:stHTeJicwihasnrtony 
prodJoedmusiciliiavidjoomTiJi^  
tfyou habeyoue r^waniedtobeapattd 
His soenei liifiscal reaBy is depressiig, 
neyer fea; do whdIdo-lcMB vicarious^  
f i o j ^ nryoterfiiends....Hey tree eter-
nal and efere^ siadcis cto - tfToee tDehg 
the A&R sooik, mebc^ rel9on was telig 
me about hew A&R people wi just read 
(hese sites ta find outaboUfre LP and ODfTV 




L a j a - I ^ Modemage, pediaps the gob-
best, but oertaly nol aflad of using the 
etxws h tie vra/d get&ig into phcto pi.. 
she has skis.. tiipe^igtie bis? V\fel 
tiafe\ettobededcfed... 
wwvuuneiodynelsonjoom 
A wel oganised v«bste torn a Fiendi 
0<pat fvhg h NYCAPIUS, she hasan ofaees-
sion brSage Gahsboug... 
lllpMiMixdqiBgsxxxr^ 
Is MeioctrieisorTis tx:yftiend, a ptdessionai 
phofcjgapher.alsoWBbde^ gierheisatDig 
fen of the Brt bancfe, mofB established tDiat 




sodhg Ibr lis name dcpping vt^ bsie 
Itlpi/I^ MebipteSLOomteivvorTian/, 
Ca!heiriepila-shei5aileoid5r(l<Bye 
2CGI), and dis doesnt jurp cn tie band-
wagon of every band, she wites mote abou 
partes and sii^ as wel as band 
iiipMm^meiisxxxvf 
WfeL-ireisonm takes picUES aid is lealy 
rt) tie Bnxklyn soen^ she lates lots of pio-
tjEs, aid matesfm of Ircfes 
wwwdvestSEorg 
An orighaty ootauBd and desigied site, 
these tTCe^donltldctiefnseKestX) 
serious^  usiig song lyricsto descrfDe ttiem-




ctiart iDT toitfe makhg axl pisshg off 
kleisoopeieootdbOGsesruwentaphone 











The'gfeuTKlciadc^ ctf - ' 
wyvw.ni«c*)Ioggers.(^ ^ -; thafs it ladies 
and'geiTllemen" lx»^^ your o#iiti\« 
Hnk to ttie 'gidbki gggpHg |nd Ihoe^ 
ousaxtimunity.of J ^ hlavNtik Rock 
-^  and ybu thought 8 n ^ Ol a^ 
island was a lot - pfffd flot ^ ^ r e . . . . 
gpon,getet^!atecip§opter'0, • 
EiV|ijy.V#»rrfi..;'. ••5^  . ,%l? •,.•>; 
•R 0 9 A q" 
A r t -
Colour - fin exploration of 
colour shotuing (g) The Qld Drt 
Gallery until June 19. 
Duina for Cake - Cathy Beuis, 
Colin Peili, Pat Peile from June 
5- 22 @ Charles Ginn Gallery, 
Paddington. Ph: (07) 3369 4156. 
4»4 - 4 Brisbane contemporary 
Brisbane artists fresh new work 
showing @ The I IHH, Fortitude 
Ualley.Ph: (07) 3872 9000. 
Fluff monger- Brtist Shaun 
Uleston taites a playful look at 
the commodity of fluff @ The 
Farm, Brisbane City from IHay 
2 3 - June 14. Ph: (07) 3236 
1100. 
Poetic nature-Contemporary 
Glass by Holly Grace and Elaine 
mills @ Cqgallery, Fortitude 
Ualley from may 23- July 5. 
Ph:(07) 3215 0805. 
Dance/music 
Bonemap in Bridge Song -
Liue art / dance performance 
examining humanity and the 
enuironment.@ The Brisbane 
Powerhouse from June 1 2 - 1 4 . 
Bookings: (07). 3358 8600 or 
www.bri$banepowerhouse,org. 
Ecstasy of the East - Four-
piece group 'The Kherzr' perform 
their own blend of Persian music 
(5) QPflC, June 27. Enquiries: 
33914433. 
The merry Ulidow - fl 
romantic Operetta set in Paris in 
the heyday of Cabaret. Showing 
@ Lyric Theatre, QPRC from 
June 6 - 7 . Bookings: Qtix: 
136246. 
Queensland Vouth 
S y m p h o n y - ' In the garden of 
good and euir masterpiece series 
- concert 2 @ Concert Hall, June 
7. Bookings: Qtix: 16246. 
Underland - The uison of Hew 
Vork choreographer Stephen 
Petronio with music composed 
by nick Caue (^ Optus Playhouse 
from June 18-21 and 26-28. 
Bookings: Qtix: 136246. 
T h e a t r e -
R Day in the Life of Joe Egg 
- H modern British classic about 
a couple struggling to bring up a 
child with seuere mental 
disability. Showing (p) Cremorne 
7 It H' £ 
Theatre, QPflC until June 21. 
Bookings: Qtix: 136246. 
f) Seruant of Two m a s t e r s -
Hn 18th century comedu about a 
seruant with two masiers who 
are long lost louers. Showing @ 
Optus Playhouse, South Bank 
until June 7. 
Binni's Backyard - fl 5 -
year-old girl is caught up in the 
world of toys and runs away. 
Showing @ Cremorne Theatre, 
from June 24 - July 5. Bookings: 
Qtix: 136246. 
Braue llew Ulorld Order -
There are lies in print, prejudice 
on the airwaues and placards in 
the streets. This rock musical 
explores the options. Showing @) 
Uisy Theatre, Brisbane 
Powerhouse from June 25 - July 
12. 
Decent Spinster 
Performance artists Christine 
Johnson plays a yuirky 
character @ The Brisbane 
powerhouse, new Farm from 
lllay 27 - June 7. Bookings: (07) 
3358 8600. 
Loue at Uersalles by 
Bernard Farrell - Examines 
the plight of three women who 
discouer after the death of 
'their' man- that he had a secret 
life. Presented by the Centenary 
Theatre Group @ Chelmer from 
June 7-28. Bookings: (07) 3379 
9308. 
C o m e d y - E u e n t s / C o m p s 
Brisbane In ternat iona l 
Film Festiual - BIFF wiH be 
held from July 2 9 - August 12. 
For further info uisit 
www.biff.com.au or Ph. (07) 
3007 3003. 
i sor thu thmos-Percuss ion 
group performing @ the 
Brisbane Powerhouse June 6-7. 
Bookings: Ph: 3358 8600 or 
www.brisbanepowerhouse.org 
Eye Scream - The national 
Halloween Short Film festiual 
and comp is taking in entries. 
For more details and a copy of 
the entry form uisit 
www.escendi.com.au/eyescrea 
m. 
Fast Film Comp-li l i th a prize 
pool of S3Q0Q and $5000 
postproduction facilities - first 
prize looks pretty good for all 
those eager filmmakers. Entries 
close June 27. Info: 3007 3003 or 
www.biff.com.au 
Voung UJriters Award -U)in 
up to S2000 to launch your 
literary career. For 
queenslanders aged 18-25. Ph: 
(07) 3840 7784 or uisit 
www.slq.qld.gou.au/wahtson/y 
wa for enlry forms. Comp closes 
Aug 15. 
Free S tu f f -
Farmers market - Fresh 
ueggies and seafood @ The 
Brisbane Powerhouse, flew 
Farm, June 14. 
Free flicks - Euery Sunday @ 
The State Library, South Bank. 
Info on flicks: 3840 7836. 
Show us Vour Bits - f l crazy, 
kooky show where anyone can 
do crazy stuff. Showing (cD The 
Brisbane Powerhouse, new 
Farm, June 27, 9pm. Ph: (07) 
3358 8614 
UQ market Day - Euery 
Ulednesday @ The union 
complex 
Ualley markets - Euery Sat 
and Sun @ The Brunswick mall. 
Fortitude Ualley. 
GRflnTS/ SCHOLflRSHlPS-
major Festiuals and 
Cultural Projects Fund 
(Brisbane City Council) - Opens 
August 2003. Uisit 
www.brisbane.gou.au 
Lord mayors Performing 
Arts Fellow Ship for Brissy 
Artists - Voung people (18-30) 
can apply for a $20,000 
fellowship. Opens June 03. Uisit 
www.brisbane.gou.au. 
myer Foundation - Supports 
community, welfare, 
enuironment, disaduantaged 
groups, Aboriginals, and youth. 
Four annual grants closing June 
19. Further Info: 
www.myerfoundation.org.au 
L i u e a n d L a r g e -
Your monthly Guide to Brisbane 
music and Festiuals-
m i m mcKEnfl/ nsR 
BR00niHftLL,JUnE8@RICS. 
28 DflVS/RFTER THE 
FRLL/GVROSCOPE-JUnElO, USQ 
CLUB,TO0UIO0mBfl. 
SOUL JflZZ DJS/THE mFORmflRTS/ 











HOT RUBBER GIOUE- JURE 20 @ 
THE ZOO. 
RfiZEL- JURE 20 ® RflT HOTEL, 
TOOUIOOmBR. 
GERUnC/THE SAILORS-JURE 2 1 ® 
THE ZOO. 
SHUHERSPEEDl ALL AGES)-JURE 
2 i®sKinnY's 
mics souno RICE - 2DOGS -
BROTHERS STOREV - JUDE 26 ® 
THEflLLEy. 
THE GO BETIUEEHS/ARCHITECTURE 
mHELERSIRKI-JUnE27®TIU0LI 
ZIGGV STAR DUST TRIBUTE feat. 
CHARLES FOSTER HARE - JURE 28 
©THE ZOO. 
OUERCRflRKED 3 feat. SUPERHEIST 
and others-JUL 5 (g)DnUIESPnRH, 
UIESTERD. 
SPLERDOUR in THE GRASS - feat. 
POUIDERFinCER, COLDPLAY, THE 
music, GOLDFRflPP, DEATH in 
UEGflS and more-JUL 1 9 - 2 0 ® 
BELORGIL FIELDS, BVROn BAY. 
© 'f 0 if -UQ union 51 



